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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments generate high volumes of data which
need to be transferred over long distance. Then, reliable and high-speed links
are necessary. Due to their extreme high bandwidth, serial links have been exten-
sively used in Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) systems of HEP experiments
(for data transfer, as well as for the distribution of trigger and control systems).
For example, many experiments at Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, in-
tensively used serial links, both for transmission of Timing, Trigger and Control
signals (TTC) [1] and for trigger and data readout [2, 3]. Specifically in the trig-
ger sub-systems, where it is crucial to preserve the timing information associated
with the transferred signals, serial links were required also to be fixed-latency
links Originally the were designed and deployed in the field by using custom
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs). However, recent studies [4, 5]
show that last generation Field Programmable Gate Array devices (FPGAs) allow
to implement the same links in cost-effective designs. Besides, an FPGA-based
link turned out to be a power solution also for the possibility of overcoming the
obsolescence of commercial components [42, 43], taking advantage of flexibility,
re-programmability and system integration of FPGAs.

In this PhD project I developed:

• a high-speed self-adapting serial link, which can be easily used in different
application fields;

• the serial in/output interface of two electronic boards in the read out system
of the muon spectrometer of ATLAS Experiment.

The frequency agile, auto-adaptive serial link, deployed in this work, is capable
to analyse the incoming data stream, by scanning the Unit Interval, and to find
the highest transmission line rate, according to a given failure rate. It uses a
new feature (RX eye margin analysis) of the Receiver (RX) side of the Xilinx 7
series FPGAs high-speed transceivers (GTX), in order to measure and graphically
display the quality of the link. The original contribution of this work consists
in the build-up, design and optimization of a full architecture, which drives the
GTX in order to modify the line rate of the link, runs consecutive eye scans for
various line rate and analyses the results of the different scans, in order to find the
maximum line rate sustainable by the link. The application can be deployed as a
monitoring tool in HEP experiments, in order to remotely monitor a transmission
system or detect issues in the serial link physical layer. It can be easily adapted
in different frameworks, as it can be used on top of any user’s existing link, as it
has no specific requirement about link specification or protocol.

The other two serial interface developed in this PhD project are in the frame-
work of the so called Phase-I upgrades of ATLAS experiment. The main focus of
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introduction

Phase-I upgrade is on the Level-1 muon trigger, where upgrades are planned to
be completed by 2019. In particular, for the end-cap region of the muon spectrom-
eter, the installation of a new set of precision tracking and trigger detectors was
approved (New Small Wheels). It will be instrumented with micro-mesh gaseous
structure detectors (MM) and small-strip Thin Gap Chambers (sTGC). With their
introduction, new electronics need to be developed, in particular new trigger elec-
tronics for both the MM and sTGC. I was involved in the development of serial
interface of the Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA-based sTGC trigger board that uses infor-
mation from the coarse sTGC readout pads. In particular, I contributed to the
design of the board, I dealt with the power supply chain of the FPGA and the
serial interfaces with either the on-detector electronics boards and the controlling
ones. I contributed to development of the interface FPGA logic taking care of
fulfilling the fixed latency constraint. Another Phase-I Level-1 trigger upgrade
consists of a new Muon to Central Trigger Processor Interface (MUCTPI). The
MUCTPI receives muon candidate information from each of the muon detectors,
selects muon candidates and sends them to the Central Trigger Processor (CTP).
In the first runs of ATLAS, the L1 Barrel trigger candidate data were transferred
to the MuCTPI via copper cables. In order to cope with the trigger upgrade,
serial optical links are necessary. The optical links will provide a much higher
bandwidth (up to 6.4Gbps) which will be used to transfer additional information
from the sector logic modules. I developed the interface board between the new
MUCTPI and the Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) muon trigger, using the Xilinx
Artix-7 FPGA GTP transceivers. I took care of the design of the board, of the
FPGA power supply and the clocking tree distribution (in order to guarantee the
FPGA internal serializer to works correctly). I was also involved in tests for study-
ing the feasibility of the new serial link and in developing the logic for the new
data format.

The fist chapter of this work provides an introduction to serial and parallel link
architectures, to the working principles of the serializer-deserializer devices. Var-
ious examples of serial links used in HEP Experiments. In the second chapter the
FPGAs internal architecture is described as a background for the description of
the implementation of the high-speed auto-adaptive serial link. Its internal archi-
tecture and the tests carried out are provided. In the third chapter, after a brief
introduction on the SM, the LHC complex and the ATLAS detector are described.
The four chapter covers the work done in the ATLAS Upgrades framework. In
order to contextualize the project, an overview on the improvements foreseen
for the Muon spectrometer is given. Hence, after an introduction to the Level-1
Muon Barrel Trigger system, the MUCTPI Interface board is introduced, and the
new Interface board internal architecture is illustrated. In the second part of the
chapter, the NSW project purposes are outlined, the pad trigger board and the
interface logic implemented for it on FPGAs are described. The tests done on the
developed logic were presented.
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2
S E R I A L L I N K

High-speed serial links are nowadays widely used in many applications. For
example, computer networks for office communications, serial buses, building
and manufacturing automation, Internet and also ISDN. However, historically,
for high-speed communication, the most used system was the parallel one.

Starting from the 90’s, the decreasing cost of integrated circuits, combined
with greater consumer demand for higher speed and longer distance, has led
to the replacement of parallel links by serial ones: in hard disks, the Integrated
Drive Electronics (IDE) [6] commonly known as AT Attachment with Packet Inter-
face (ATA/ATAPI) [7] has been completely overcome with Serial AT Attachment
(SATA) [8]; analogously IEEE-1284 [9] bi-directional parallel communications have
been replaced by Universal Serial Bus (USB) [10] standard.
The driven factors which led to this change are strictly related to the features of
this two kind of data transmission.

This chapter provides an introduction to serial and parallel link architecture and
the State-of-the-Art of serial links of fundamental importance in order to have an
outline of the thesis, which is mostly devoted to the development of a frequency
agile, auto-adaptive serial link and high-speed, fixed-latency serial links for High
Energy Physics (HEP) applications.
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2.1 serial versus parallel transmission

Digital data transmission can occur in two basic modes: serial or parallel. The
type of transmission mode used generally depends upon distance and required
data rate.

Figure 2.1: Data Transmission Methode.

In a serial transmission, data is sequentially transferred, one bit at a time, over
a single transmission line. This means a simplified transmissive channel in spite
of a more complex transmitter ad receiver devices required for synchronization
and the flow control.

In parallel transmission, multiple bits (usually a byte or an its multiple) are
simultaneously sent on different channels and synchronized to a clock.
In a parallel transmission, data can therefore be transferred in words of one or
more bytes at a time. As a result, at a first glance, parallel bit rate results higher
than the serial bit rate. However, this is not always true and, a further and deeper
look into the features of serial transmission easily shows why. Indeed, in spite
of this misconception, in many application, especially when data needs to be
transferred over long distances, serial communication is preferred to parallel one.
The reasons can be found in the following advantages:

1. In parallel links, since all bits of a data are transferred at the same instant,
separate wires are used to carry each bit. Hence, the physical layer in the
parallel links use many wires. On the other hand, serial links use a limited
amount of wires. In the worse case, in order to guarantee a better trans-
mission, a differential protocol is preferred, and only in this case a serial
transmission uses two wires; otherwise a single wire is enough.

2. In parallel links the length of the connection can be an issue. When sig-
nal are carried over long distance, using cables, electromagnetic interference
creates problems at higher data rates. Each wire acts as an antenna and cap-
ture a lot of noise from the environment: it corrupts data to be transferred.
Since serial communication only use a limited number of wires, it can use
long wires with less interferences. Since the space between two line can be
greater than in a parallel link, the signal can be protected from electromag-
netic interference by shielding the wires.
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2.1 serial versus parallel transmission

3. Another problem with the parallel communication is related to the fact that
all bits are transmitted at the same time by the transmitter, but at the end
of the link, at the receiver side, the bits do not arrive at the same instant.
Hence, the receiver should wait the arrival of all bits and this causes delay
in the communication.

4. Besides, other factors limited the transmission rate in a parallel commu-
nications, that causes it to be sometimes slower than the serial one. As
anticipated, a superficial comparison between a parallel and a serial link
shows that, if both them operate at the same frequency, data transfer of a
n-bit parallel link is n times higher than the serial link. The higher value of
throughput 1 seems clearly in favour of a parallel transmission. However, in
practical designs, the clock skew 2 among the parallel wires reduces the speed
of data transmission to the slowest of all of the parallel transmission wires.
Finally, the clock skew limits the speed of data transmission in a parallel
link in respect to a single serial link.

Then, although a serial link may seem inferior to a parallel one, since it can
transmit less data per clock cycle, it is often the case that serial links can be clocked
considerably faster than parallel links so they can achieve a higher data rate.
Summarizing, the following factors allow serial link to be clocked at a higher rate:

1. clock skew between different channels is not an issue;

2. crosstalk is not a much significant issue, because there are fewer conductors
in proximity and a better isolation of the single channels is allowed;

3. in many cases, serial is a better option because it is cheaper to implement;

4. many ICs can have fewer pins and become less expensive.

The outcome of this conditions has made serial communication more and more
often preferred over a parallel one and consequently more and more serial I/O
methods and standards have been developed.

Before giving an outlook of the actual state of art of serial link, it is useful to
give an introduction of the various factors which define and characterize a serial

1 The throughput is one of the characteristic features of a transmission system. It is a measure of the
effective used transmission capacity. The throughput must not be confused with channel capacity
of the link. The latter is the maximum rate at which information can be reliably transmitted over
a communications channel for any given degree of noise contamination (as defined by Shannon’s
theorem) while the throughput is the useful rate of the transferred data. Both the quantities are
measured in bits per second (bits or bps)

2 Clock skew is defined as the variation in the clock commutation edges in function of different position
of the components in the same integrate circuit (IC). An IC displays skew when clock length paths
are not perfectly balanced. By definition, the skew value is the same for every clock cycle, for this
reason it doesn’t affect the value of the clock period, but it only determines a constant shift. In
a synchronous digital system clock skew between two point i and j is defined as tskew(i; j) = ti
- tj; where ti and tj are the time distances between the real clock front end edge on the i and j
component, respect to the ideal reference clock edge
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transmission.
One of the fundamental characteristic of a transmission system are the data flow
direction and the data throughput, or the maximum data rate. However, a trans-
mission line is also characterize by other parameters:

1. latency i.e. the amount of tame it take a bit to be transmitted from source to
destination;

2. the number of extra data transmitted, in addition to the real data informa-
tion, such as flow control signals, error signals and so on.

Basically, as Fig. 2.2 show, there are three different ways in which data can flow:

1. simplex: data only flows in one direction, from the transmitter to the re-
ceiver;

2. half-duplex: data flows in both directions, even if the transmitter and the
receiver take turns to transmit data and controls;

3. full-duplex: data flows in both directions, simultaneously.

Characteristics of a transmission system

Serial data transmission is suitable for communication between two partici-
pants as well as between several participants. Characteristic features of a
transmission system are the direction of the data flow and the data through-
put, or the maximum possible data rate.

� Direction of data flow

Transmission systems differ as to the direction in which the data flow and
when messages can be transmitted. Basically, there are three different ways
of communication (Fig. 2).

4simplex: data exchange in only one direction,

4half-duplex: the stations take turns to transmit data and

4 full-duplex: data can be exchanged in both directions simultaneously

� Point-to-point connection

In two-point or point-to-point connections, the receiver and transmitter lines
can be connected via two separate lines (Fig. 3: two anti-parallel simplex
channels), the receiving line of one participant is the transmitting line for the
other one. The communication in such two-point systems can be controlled
either by software or via control lines (see page 25).
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Figure 2.2: Different communication techniques.

2.2 binary coding of data

Binary coding of data defines how the two binary values (‘0’ and ‘1’) are distin-
guished. Indeed, in the transmission medium these value are assigned, according
to the data format, to an High signal or to a Low signal. If the zero is represented
by the Low signal while the one by the High signal, the logic is called positive on
the contrary the logic is negative. Besides, more then one option exists on how
the High and Low signals are define, according to different values and definition
of the following variables:

1. amplitude values;

2. edges (level changes);

3. phase relationship;
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2.2 binary coding of data

4. frequencies

Among to the most common data format there are: Non-Retun-to-Zero format
(NRZ) and Return-to-Zero format (RZ), Manchester coding, 8B/10B encoding and
scrambling/descrambling.

Depending on the particular application, a data format is preferred over the
others. For example, in certain kind of transmission (synchronous data transmis-
sion, ??) there is the necessity of transmitting clock from the sender to the receiver.
This information can be transferred using an extra line or can be included in the
data. When the latter is the case, only a coding which permit the receiver to re-
cover the clock rate from data flow, by ensuring a minimum number of transitions,
can be used.

Another characteristic to take into account is the value of the DC component of
the signal. In some application, indeed, DC component is forced to be zero. In
order to reach a DC balancing, different types of coding can be used:

• 8B/10B encoding;

• scrambling/descrambling.

It could be more appropriate to refer to them as conversions, since they trans-
form a data sequence of bits (also NRZ and RZ coding) into another one, accord-
ing fixed rules. The new sequence guarantees a DC-free serial signal signal and a
minimum number of transition which helps the clock recovery from data.

2.2.1 8B/10B Encoding

The 8B/10B Encoding [11] was developed by IBM and it converts each 8 bits of
a sequence into 10 bits.
In order to achieve a DC-free signal, every 10-bit sequence should have the same
number of ones and zeros, i.e. zero (or neutral) disparity. However, according to
the 8B/10B Encoding process, some 8 it words can be converted in two possible
sequence of 10 bits: one with two more 1 bits (disparity = +2) , and one with two
more zeros (disparity = −2). In order to identify them the concept of positive and
negative Running Disparity (RD) has been introduced. Then, depending on the
running disparity of the current word, since the total number of ones and zeros is
monitored, the next 10-bit character is chosen based on what is needed to bring
the DC balance back in line.
In the conversion 8B/10B, 12 special characters are allowed. They are called con-
trol word or K-characters and are used for control function or for synchroniza-
tion (??). For example, the 7-bit pattern ’1100000’ provides such a sequence that
can only be found in three of the control characters. One of these three control
characters can be chosen as a boundary for data, or comma as it is commonly
called. Commas preceding data enable the receiver to correctly synchronize to
the sequence of data words.
The inconvenience of this kind of coding is the introduction of an overhead of 25%
not always compatible with the application since it reduces data rate .
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Just for example, Fig. 2.3 shows a simplified version the 8B10B Encoding, 3B4B
Encoding, which convert a 3-bit word in a 4-bit word.

Figure 2.3: Simple 3B/4B code example.

2.2.2 Conditional Inversion Master Transition protocol: CIMT

The Conditional Inversion Master Transition (CIMT) protocol was introduced
together with the G-Link chipset (see 2.8) in the Hewlett-Packard Journal in
1992 [12]. The coding scheme is designed to transmit a stream which is made
of either 20 or 24 bit-wide data words. Each word contains 16 or 20 data bits
(D-Field) and 4 control bits (C-Field). The efficiency can be as high as 21/24 or
87.5% [13].
The DC balance of the frame is guaranteed by the transmitter which conditionally
inverts words in such a way to minimize the bit disparity. On the receiver side,
in order to restore the original information, an inversion is performed again, if
necessary: the decision being made by reading the C-Field content.
The protocol guarantees a transition in a fixed position of the C-Field and the
receiver checks for this transition in received data in order to to restore frequency
and phase of the low frequency clock. Bit clock is reconstructed by dividing the
frame clock by 20 or 24. This allows synchronization and word alignment avoid-
ing the need for periodical interruption of the service in order to send synchro-
nization characters. The four control bits have the additional function of flagging
each word as a data word, a control word or an idle word. Idle words are used,
at link start-up, in order to synchronize the link and to perform an initial hand-
shake mechanism (which is able to notify the transmitter the receiver is locked
on the stream). During the normal operation, instead, they help to keep the link
phase-locked.
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2.3 transmission media

2.2.3 Scrambling

Another, coding technique is the bit scrambling which uses Linear Feedback
Shift Register, LFSR3 [14], to produce pseudo-random bit sequences. The benefit
in using a scrambler is the possibility of rearrange the bits (the original sequence)
in order to improve the quality of data communication. The LFSR is opportunely
chosen sash as:

1. a too long sequence of the same characters (zeros or ones), which compli-
cates clock recovery on the receiver side, is overcome;

2. DC-balanced of the signal is improved.

Then, since transmitted data are converted at the transmitter side, in order to
recover the information, at the receiver side, a descrambler has to be used. In
Fig. 2.4 show the working scheme of a scrambler followed by a descrambler.

Figure 2.4: Scrambling. A feedback shift register is used to randomize data and in order
to restore original data another register, which reverses the process, is used
at receiver.

2.3 transmission media

For serial data transmission, different transmission supports can be used, de-
pending on the application. The signals can be transmitted either electrically, as
light pulses or via radio waves. The choice of the medium is influenced by several
factors:

1. costs and installation effort;

3 A Linear Feedback Shift Register is a sequential shift register whose input bit is a linear combina-
tional function of its previous state. Commonly, the function is the exclusive-or (XOR) of single bits.
The bit positions that affect the next state are called the taps. The choice of taps determines how
many values there are in a given sequence before it repeats. Besides, once the initial value of the
LFSR is chosen the stream is uniquely determined. However, an LFSR with a well-chosen feedback
function can produce a sequence of bits which appears random and which has a very long cycle.
The behaviour of the LFSR is well described by the finite fields theory also called Galois algebra.
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2. transmission safety: interference susceptibility, error probability, etc.;

3. maximum data rate;

4. distances among the devices to be connected.

2.3.1 Electric lines

Electric lines are simple and cost-effective, however, attenuation of signals and
interference susceptibility (dependent on which kind of cable is used and on the
interface specification) can be great disadvantages. The action of an electrical line
on the transmitted signal is generally described by the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.5.
In this model an infinite series of sub-networks (made of resistors, capacitors, and
inductors all expressed in their unit per unit length) come one after the other. The
resistors take into account the distributed resistance which cause the drops of the
static signal level. The capacitors and inductors represent the distributed induc-
tance and the capacitance C between the two conductors, respectively. Together
with the resistor they crate the filters which take into account the effects on the
signal edge transitions.

Figure 2.5: Equivalent circuit diagram of a transmission cable.

Examples of electrical cables are:

1. Conductor in a printed circuit board (PCB), Microstrip: a transmission line
on a PCB is a thin flat conductor which is parallel to a ground plane, ob-
taining with a strip of copper on one side of a printed circuit board (PCB)
or ceramic substrate while the other side is a continuous ground plane. The
width of the strip, the thickness of the insulating layer (PCB or ceramic) and
the dielectric constant of the insulating layer determine the characteristic
impedance;

2. Coaxial cable: Coaxial cable is an unbalanced line where an inner conduc-
tor is surrounded by an insulating layer plus a braided conducting shield.
However, on short distances, line rate can reach values of many Gbps.

3. Twisted pair: twisted pairs, like Ethernet LAN cable, are commonly used
for telephonic communications. In such cables, many pairs are grouped
together. The format is also used for data network distribution inside build-
ings, but the cable is more expensive because the transmission line param-
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eters are tightly controlled. Their purposes is that of cancelling out elec-
tromagnetic interference (EMI) from external sources; for instance, electro-
magnetic radiation from unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cables, and crosstalk
between close pairs. It was invented by Alexander Graham Bell;

2.3.2 Fiber optics

An optical fiber consists of a transparent core (usually made by drawing glass,
silica) surrounded by another glass cladding with a lower index of refraction and
an external plastic cladding (Fig. 2.6). The different value of refraction indexes

Figure 2.6: Structure of a an optical fiber cable.

is such that the light is confined to the core by total reflection. The reflections
are almost free of any loss and thereby the light is conveyed within the core fiber
only. The total diameter of a typical optical fiber is 0.1mm, however the internal
core can vary between 5µm and 60µm. Since transmitted signal consists of on-off
light pulses, on the optical transmission link ends (boundaries), devices convert-
ing electrical signals (serial binary data) are foreseen. Usually, optical carrier are
generated by a LED on the transmitter side and converted back to electrical signal
by photosensitive semiconductor on the receiver side. Due to optical loss depen-
dency on the wavelength value, typical value of light wavelength are in the near
infrared (IR), where the attenuation is at its minimum.
Fiber optic cables are widely used for transmission at extremely high data rates
and over very long distances, since signals are resistant to electromagnetic inter-
ferences and only slightly attenuated.

2.4 clock and data recovery

Independently from the used technique both transmitter and the receiver re-
quires a synchronization clock signal.
In an asynchronous transmission, two separate clock source (one on the transmit-
ter side and the other receiver side) running at the same frequencies are usually
allowed. Indeed, when data flow is synchronized by start/stop bit flags, small
frequency differences are not a big issue.

11
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Figure 2.7: The role of a CDR circuit in retiming data.

For a synchronous transmission, for which this situation has to be avoided, two
methods exists in order to compensate a little clock frequency difference. If the
use of a separate line, in addition to data line, is feasible, the transmitter can pro-
vide clock signal to the receiver. Otherwise, as anticipated, there is the possibility
for the receiver of extracting the clock from data: the recovered clock. In this case,
the technique used by receiver in order to generate the clock from data stream is
called clock and data recovery (CDR). CDR algorithm needs a reference a clock,
whose frequency is approximately the same frequency of the transmitter clock.
Hence, for clock recovery, the receiver phase aligns the reference clock to the tran-
sitions on the incoming data stream. Then, for data recovery, data on serial lines
is sampled with the recovered clock.

The basic working scheme of a CDR is shown in Fig. 2.7: it includes a clock
recovery and data retiming blocks.
The function of the clock recovery circuit is to detect the transitions in the received
data and generate a periodic recovered clock. This recovered clock must satisfy
the following conditions:

• its frequency must be equal to the input data rate;

• it should have reasonable timing with respect to the input data: the rising
edge of the recovered clock should sample at the centre of the data bit, to
provide maximum margin for jitter4 and other time uncertainties;

• it should exhibit a minimum jitter because the jitter of the clock contributes
to the retimed data jitter.

The data retiming circuit uses a Delay Flip Flop (DFF), which is triggered by the
recovered clock to retime the received data. A Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) is usu-
ally used at the receiver to recover the clock from the data. A PLL is a negative
feedback system where a clock generated by the Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(VCO) is phase and frequency locked to an input data. The The basic building
blocks of PLL is shown in Fig. 2.8.

The function of the phase detector is to measure the phase difference between
two incoming signals. One DFF with an XOR gate is a simple example of linear

4 Jitter is defined as the amount of variation in the waveform from their ideal position at zero crossing
on the time axis. It will be better analyze in the section 2.7.3
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2.4 clock and data recovery

Figure 2.8: An example of CDR implementation.

Figure 2.9: Basic linear phase detector (left) and output waveforms (rigth).

phase detector (PD), for which the output is linearly proportional to the phase
difference, Fig. 2.9 However, this design is data pattern dependent. Improvement
PD, already exist: the Alexander PD consists of four DFFs and two XOR gates
as shown in Fig. 2.10. The Alexander PD is able to determine whether there is
any transition in the input data, and whether the clock is earlier or later than the
input data. When there is no transition in the input data, all the three samples
will have equal values and no action is taken by the Alexander PD. If the falling
edge of the clock leads (is early) then the first two samples S1 and S2 will have
equal values and the last sample S3 will have a value, unequal to that of first two
samples. Conversely, if the falling edge of the clock lags (is late) then the last two
samples S2 and S3 will have equal values and the first sample S1 will have a value,
unequal to that of last two samples.

The function of the Charge Pump (CP) is to convert the output voltage of the
phase detector to current. This current is then fed to a Low Pass Filter (LPF),
where a capacitor is either charged or discharged depending on the phase detec-
tor output. The circuit diagram of the charge pump with a capacitor is shown in
Fig. 2.11.
When the early node is high, closing the early switch, the capacitor starts charg-

ing and continues to charge until the early node goes low, opening the early
switch. Similarly, when the late node goes high, the capacitor starts to discharge
and will continue to discharge until the late node goes low. Designing a charge
pump is not an easy task, because to achieve zero net voltage on the capacitor, the
charging current should be equal to the discharging current. Even if the charging
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Figure 2.10: Alexander Linear phase detector.

Figure 2.11: Charge pump in PLL.

and discharging currents are designed to be close to equal, there will still be leak-
age current through the charge pump circuit, resulting in an offset voltage on the
capacitor. One way to minimize this offset voltage is to calibrate the charge pump
circuit by using a feedback loop circuitry. The function of the low pass filter (LPF)
is to convert the charge pump current into control voltage. The function of the
VCO is to generate the clock signal at its output, the frequency of which can be
changed by varying the input control voltage. A signal, produced by the Phase
detector when no frequency or phase difference occurs, force the LPF to fix its
output DC value and consequently the frequency of the VCO signal. In order for
this circuit to work well, transitions on the serial data must be enough frequent
to guarantee the PLL to remain locked. For this purpose, often, a suitable cod-
ing method, which guarantees a minimum number of transitions of the signal, is
chosen.

2.5 serial to parallel and parallel to serial conversion : serdes

The increasing requests for reliable high speed transmission over long distances
has often made parallel link preferred over parallel ones. However, since data
elaboration is often parallel, data needs to be serialized on the transmitter side and
deserialized on the receiver side. Circuit specialized for doing this conversion has
been projected and are constantly developing; they are called SerDes. The basic
working principle of a SerDes is relatively simple (Fig. 2.12). A parallel data is
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Figure 2.12: Working principles of a PLL in a CDR circuit.

clocked into the parallel register synchronously to a slow clock and shift out, one
bit at a time, at a higher serial clock rate. This block is called PISO (Parallel Input
to Serial Output). The reverse operation is carried out by the SIPO (Serial Input
to Parallel Output) block. It is simply composed by two registers. A shift register
which receives data one bit after the other and transmits its contents to a storage
register used to hold the data for the slower, parallel clock. The shift register needs
to be clocked on the high serial clock (in such application the recovered clock form
CDR circuit). Clearly, this scheme can work well only if the transmitter an receiver
clocks are perfectly synchronized.

2.6 equalization

Since the transmission medium generally acts like a low pass filter, the signal at
the receiver side of a link can be significantly distorted. Equalization is the process
used to compensate signal degradations at transmitter and or at the receiver. It
works in such a way as to distort the signal with the only aim of ensuring a proper
decoding.

2.7 link performance : bit error ratio test and jitter tolerance

In order to evaluate the data integrity at the end of the link, the most important
measure is called the Bit Error Ratio, or BER.

2.7.1 BER

The BER can be defined as the estimate of error probability, e.g. the probability
that any bit transmitted through the system will be erroneously received. In
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practical tests, the BER is measured by transmitting a finite number of bits through
the system and counting the number of errors received. The ratio between the
number of bits received in error and the total number of bits transmitted is the
BER.

BER =
Errors

Total Number of Bits
. (2.1)

The quality of the BER estimation increases as the total number of transmitted
bits increases untill, in the limit of infinity transmitted bits, the BER becomes a
perfect estimate of the true error probability P(E). However, in practical tests,
finite testing times are required and then a less than perfect BER estimation must
be accepted. Since the BER is a statistical average, it is possible to introduce the
BER confidence level (CL) in order to quantify the quality of the estimate. CL is
defined as the probability, based on E detected errors out of N transmitted bits,
that the true BER (BER) would be less than a specified ratio, BERlimit:

CL = P(BER < BERlimit), given E and N. (2.2)

In this discussion, the true BER is the BER that would be measured if the number
of transmitted bits was infinite. The formula tells, once the BERlimit and CL
are fixed, if after N transmitted bits, E errors are found, there is a CL percent
confidence that the true BER is less than BERlimit. Statistical methods, involving
the binomial distribution function and Poisson theorem, help to calculate how
many bits need to be transmitted in order to have the desired CL:

N =
1

BERlimit

(
− ln(1−CL) + ln

( E∑
k=1

(N ∗BERlimit)k

k!

))
, (2.3)

In the equation ln() is the natural logarithm, while the other variables represent
the quantities previously introduced. The details of the calculations and deriva-
tions are known in literature [15] and beyond the scope of this work.
To better understand how the equation (2.3) can be used, an example can be ex-
plicative in which it must be determined how many bits must be transmitted in
order to have a 95% CL that the true BER is less than 10−10, if no error has been
detected. In this simple example, BERlimit = 10−10, CL = 0.95 and E = 0, so the
second term of the equation is null. The result is

N =
1

10−10

(
− ln(1− 0.95)

)
≈ 3/10−10 = 3 ∗ 1010 (2.4)

or defining the normalized number of bits as NxBERlimit

N ∗BERlimit =
(
− ln(1− 0.95)

)
≈ 3 (2.5)

Table 2.1 shows the normalized number of bits that must be transmitted, N x BER,
in order to get a BER estimate with different values of CL (90%, 95% and 99%)
and for 0, 1 or 2 transmission errors. By dividing the values in the table by the
desired BER, it is possible to obtain the number of bits to be transmitted for a
specific confidence level and bit error.
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N * BER
Errors CL = 90% CL = 95% CL = 99%
0 2.30 3.00 4.61
1 3.89 4.74 6.64
2 5.32 6.30 8.40

Table 2.1: N * BER for confidence levels of 90%, 95%, and 99%.

2.7.2 Equipment and Procedures

The conventional method for BER testing utilizes a pattern generator and an
error detector (2.13). The pattern generator transmits the test pattern into the
system, while the error detector counts the number of bit received with errors.
For checking the correctness of the data it usually replicates the test pattern of
the generator and performs a bitwise comparison between this data and the data
received from the link. In order to accurately compare the bits received from
the pattern generator with the bits received from the system under test, the error
detector must be synchronized to both bit streams and it must compensate for the
time delay through the system under test. Test results depend on the particular

Figure 2.13: Typical BER Test set-up.

test pattern (bit sequences) sent into a system, different rate of bit errors may
occur. Usually, a particular stressful test pattern is chosen, which is intended
to emulate random data like Pseudo-Random Bit Sequences (PRBSs), which are
based on Galois’ Algebra. In some cases, however, a replica of the kind of data
that is expected to occur during normal operation is more useful.

2.7.3 Jitter

Together with BER, jitter is an increasingly important quantity in the develop-
ment and specification of serial data links. Indeed, as clock speeds and communi-
cation channels run at ever higher frequencies, the analog nature of digital signals
(binary data is no more then a digital waveform) reveals itself and jitter becomes
critical in designing digital synchronous systems.
Jitter can be defined in different ways [16]: from an analog point of view, jitter
can be seen as phase noise [17] while in a digital communications channel, it
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is the time deviation from ideal timing of a signal transition through a decision
threshold or more simply, how early or late a signal transitions with reference
to when it should transition. As a consequence, there are different domains of
analysis: the time domain (jitter amplitude versus time), the modulation domain
(phase versus time), and the frequency domain (amplitude of jitter components
versus their frequency, or analysis of phase modulation sidebands). Jitter mea-
surements can be quantified in the same fashion as all time varying signals using
either RMS or peak-to-peak displacement in the time domain. Alternatively it can
be also quantify, in the frequency domain, in terms of power spectral density over
a given bandwidth.
Jitter impacts the maximum frequency of a synchronous system (reducing the
timing budget for basic operations), as well as the quality of a transmission (data
errors can result from sufficiently large time deviations from ideal). Any part of
a system which generates, transmits or receives signals, can be source of jitter [18,
19]. As a result, in order to determine the total performances of a system it is
of primary importance to evaluate how much jitter every elements of the system
introduces. In this scheme it has become fundamental to characterize, model, sim-
ulate and estimate all the jitter sources.
Digital definition of jitter allows many ways of representing measuring it [20–22]
because of the ambiguity in the choice of the reference, ideal transition: it can be
the transition through a decision threshold of a reference or reconstructed clock,
but arithmetic quantity can be used too, like the nominal it period ad a given
frequency. The following are the major types of jitter:

1. Long Term Jitter: it measures the change in a clock’s output from the ideal
position, over several consecutive cycles. It represents the cumulative effect
of jitter on continuous clock cycles over a long time interval.

2. Absolute jitter: is Root Means Squared (RMS) evaluation of many edge mea-
surements from an expected location or absolute time reference;

3. Period Jitter: is the deviation of a clock signal with respect to the ideal
period over a number of randomly selected cycles;

4. Cycle to Cycle Period Jitter: it measure the variation of a signal between
consecutive cycles, over a random sample of adjacent cycle pairs. Its peak
value defines the maximum difference between two rising edge of any two
consecutive clocks and it can be expressed in ps as well as in RMS;

5. Time Interval Error (TIE): is the time deviation of an edge of the signal from
a reference point position which is obtained using the actual transmitter
clock or a reconstruction of it from the data sampled. In effect, TIE is the
discrete time domain representation of phase noise expressed in seconds;

6. Phase Noise Jitter: is described as either a set of noise values at different
frequency ranges, or as a continuous noise plot over a unique range of fre-
quencies. Usually, in a square wave, most of the energies are located at the
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Figure 2.14: Types of Jitter.

frequency carrier (fc). However, some signal energies are significant also
over a range of frequencies on both sides of the carrier (since the signal is
assumed to be symmetric). Phase jitter is the integration of phase noises
over a certain spectrum and expressed in seconds or RMS.

Types of Jitter

Conventionally two general categories of jitter are defined: deterministic jitter
(DJ) and random jitter (RJ).
DJ is often bounded, periodic, non-Gaussian, and has a specific cause. It can be
further classified into periodic jitter and data-dependent jitter, as Fig. 2.14 shows.
Examples of deterministic jitter are:

1. Duty-Cycle Distortion (DCD): from asymmetric risefall times;

2. Intersymbol interference (ISI): from from channel dispersion or filtering;

3. Sinusoidal: from power-supply switching;

4. Uncorrelated: from crosstalk by other signals.

RJ is Gaussian and it is often referred to as background or thermal noise, although
it can easily be the most significant contribution to total jitter. Because random
jitter is modelled as a Gaussian distribution, its unbounded: the probability of
some values is very small, but not zero. In the light of the foregoing, the total
jitter is the result of both random component and deterministic one, but it is not
the simple sum of them. Indeed, while the RJ has a Gaussian distribution and its
peak-to-peak value has no sense, for the DJ the opposite is true. Then, if in the
phase domain, the total phase error function can be written as:

φj(t) = φj(t)
R ∗ φj(t)D, (2.6)
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where φj(t)R is the random component and the φj(t)D, the deterministic one,
for the evaluation of the performances of a system it is more useful to speak of
jitter in terms of Probability Density Function, PDF (the function which gives the
probability of a logic transition occurring at a given time, x). Then a measurement
of the jitter PDF can be performed measuring, separately, each component of the
jitter distribution, including RJ and all types of DJ. Indeed, assuming RJ e DJ are
independent, the PDF of the total jitter, TJ(x) is the convolution of the single terms

TJ(x) = RJ(x) ∗DJ(x). (2.7)

However, in this approach it is necessary to know the PDF of each components.
For the random jitter it is relatively simple since the PDF is a Gaussian function
defined by the formula:

PDFRJ(x) =
1√
2πσ

exp (−
x2

2σ2
) (2.8)

Then, from an histogram with the appropriate value of samples, it is possible
estimate the values of µ and σ and from this, the expected RJ value. It is worth to
remember that in a Gaussian distribution the peak-to-peak value is infinite, since
the distribution is no limited. However, once the number of samples or the BER
is fixed, the jitter of a signal whose only aggression is of random kind, can be
defined as [23]:

JRRMS = NBER σ, (2.9)

with NBER depending on the agreed upon BER [24].
For the deterministic component, JDpp, the situation is more complicate: a separa-
tion and identification of the single causes of jitter it is necessary, but not always
possible. The study of how the single component influence the digital system is
important, however it is not generally possible separate a single attack from an-
other one. On the other hand, it is usually possible and simpler to measure the
total jitter in which the all the contributions are superimposed. This is the reason
why, together with the decomposition model, which pretend to obtain an esti-
mate of the total jitter starting from its single component, other models have been
developed [25]. Among these, the Dual-Dirac Model [26] is the most universal
accepted.

Dual-Dirac model

The dual-Dirac model is based on the following hypothesis:

1. The total jitter can be decomposed in RJ and DJ;

2. RJ is completely described in terms of the width of the Gaussian function 2.8,
σ;

3. DJ is limited;

4. DJ is the simple sum of two Dirac delta functions;
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BER QBER
10−10 6.35
10−11 6.70
10−12 7.05
10−13 7.35
10−14 7.65

Table 2.2: Minimum values of QBER for different BERs

5. jitter is a stationary phenomenon.

According to this model, the dual-Dirac PDF for DJ is the simple sum of two Dirac
delta functions, one centred at µL and one at µR,

PDFdual−DirecDJ(x) = δ(x− µL) + δ(x− µR). (2.10)

If, like the model suppose, the distributions of different components of jitter that
are independent, like RJ and DJ, it is possible to combine their PDF through con-
volution. Since, the PDF for RJ is well described by 2.8, for the total distribution
is:

PDF(x) = PDFRJ(x) ∗ PDFdual−DirecDJ(x)

=

∫
[DFdual−DirecDJ(u) ∗ PDFRJ(x− u)]du

=
1√
2πσ

∫
[δ(u− µL) + δ(u− µR)] exp−

(x− u)2

2σ2
du

=
1√
2πσ

[
exp (−

(x− µL)
2

2σ2
) + exp (−

(x− µL)
2

2σ2
)
]
.

(2.11)

Once we have the jitter PDF, BER(x) can be calculated as the probability that an
error will occur if the sampling point is positioned at the time-delay position, x.
Then, BER(x) is given by

BER(x) = ρT

∫+∞
x

PDF(u)du+ ρT

∫x
−∞ PDF(u− T)du (2.12)

where ρT is the ratio of the number of transitions to the number of bits (logic
transition density). Plugging the dual-Dirac model, Eq. 2.11 into Eq. 2.12, get:

TJ(BER) = 2 QBER J
R
δ−δ + J

D
δ−δ, (2.13)

where, QBER is a factor that relates the BER to the distance from the centre of
the Gaussian, and JDδδ is a model dependent parameter that is easy to define and
can be measured in many different ways. QBER is listed in Table 2.2 for different
BER values. In conclusion the dual-Dirac model provides an easy way to estimate
TJ(BER) by measuring the RJ, which is given by σ, and DJ, JDpp, which is given by
the separation of the two Dirac-delta functions, µR − µL:

TJ(BER) = 2QBER σ+ (µR − µL). (2.14)
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Figure 2.15: An eye diagram (left) and the corresponding TJ histogram (right).

Measuring jitter

Measurements of jitter can be obtained using an oscilloscope capable of pro-
viding an Eye Diagram of the signal, which is a composite view of all the bit
periods of a captured waveform superimposed upon each other and of making a
histogram of the crossing point (Fig. 2.15). A bathtub plot (bottom of Fig. 2.16)
can be used too, since it represents a measurement of the BER as a function of
the time-delay position of the sampling point, BER(x). In this case, TJ(BER) is the
amount of eye closure at a given BER, that is the nominal bit period, TB, less the
eye opening at that BER (the distance between the two sloping curves in Fig. 2.16)
at the desired BER:

TJ(BER) = TB − eye opening(BER). (2.15)

From this discussion, it could be seem very simple to measure TJ(BER): it is only
necessary to do a measure of BER(x), as in Fig. 2.15 and 2.16. Another technique
will be describe in the chapter 3.2.3. However, in all the cases, measuring BER(x),
with a fixed CL, which gets sufficient statistic to reference eyes closure to BER,
can take a long time, as previously discussed.

2.8 legacy high-speed serial links in hep : g-link and s-link

Current Field Programmable Gate Arrays devices, FPGAs5,offer integrated dig-
ital transceivers with very high data rates which has lead to the implementa-
tion of many high speed serial link, based on the FPGA technology. The ap-
plication field are wide: portable devices, medical devices, wireless, wire line
and military markets [27, 28] as well in scientific research (Applications of Field-

5 A field-programmable gate array is an integrated circuit designed to be configured by a customer or
a designer after manufacturing, hence field-programmable. It will be better described in the section 3.2
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Figure 2.16: An eye diagram (top) and the corresponding bathtub-plot: The bit error
ratio as a function of the time-position of the sampling point with respect to
the ideal logic transition time, BER(x).

Programmable Gate Arrays in Scientific Research [29], Compressed Baryonic Mat-
ter experiment [30], the Positron Emission Tomography system [31], and the fu-
ture KM3NeT undersea network [32]). Data acquisition systems of HEP exper-
iments have been often based serial link. In this section, two serial link proto-
cols will be described: G-Link and S-Link. Both of them show how an FPGA-
embedded MGTs based solution can be even more suitable than an implemen-
tation based on commercial MGTs. Such an implementation takes advantage of
the re-programmability of the FPGAs as well as of their embedded MGT devices,
giving the user the possibility of increasing the performances of the link in terms
of bandwidth, BER, or adding features like the fixed latency.

The G-Link chip-set

The G-Link chip-set, for instance, has been deployed in the Alice [33], AT-
LAS [34], Babar [35], CDF [36], CMS [37] and Nemo [38] experiments and due
to its popularity CERN produced a radiation hard serializer compatible with
it [39]. The original Agilent GLink chip-set (Fig. 2.17) consists of a transmitter
(HDMP-1032A) and a receiver (HDMP-1034A). They are used together to imple-
ment a high-speed data link for point-to-point communication with line rates up
to 1Gbps. The chip uses the CIMT scheme ( 2.2.2) to encode data and to ensure
the DC balance of the link. In order to read serial data, the receiver extracts a clock
from the CIMT stream and locks its phase to the master transition. The recovered
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Figure 2.17: G-Link chipset.

Figure 2.18: Block Scheme of the Receiver chip in G-Link.

clock synchronizes all the internal operations of the receiver and it is available as
an output named RXCLK0/1 (Fig. 2.18). Received data, RX(0:15), is transmitted
synchronously with the recovered clock. One of the strong points of the chip-set
architecture relies in the deterministic latency of the entire link. Moreover, the
receiver structure is such that, thanks to a dedicated Parallel Automatic Synchro-
nization System (PASS), it is also capable of synchronizing the output data with
a local receiver clock, while guaranteeing a constant phase relationship with the
transmission clock.

A Simple Link Interface: the S-LINK

S-LINK [40] is a custom and high-performance data transmission protocol de-
veloped at CERN, which has been used in some of the data acquisition systems
of the LHC experiments (Alice [33], ATLAS [34], CMS [37]).
S-LINK is based on a simple FIFO-like user interface, which remains independent
of the technology used to implement the physical layer. Indeed, several versions
of S-LINK have been built that using optical fibers and electrical cables and that
use different components driving the links. For examples the S-LINK transmitter
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implementation, High-speed Optical Link for ATLAS or HOLA, and the S-Link64
(a 64-bits version of the protocol) have been extensively used in ATLAS and CMS,
respectively. In particular, HOLA, used the general purpose SerDes TLK2501 by
Texas Instruments.
The specification [41] describes the interface between the Front-end Motherboard
(FEMB) and the Link Source Card (LSC) and the interface between the Link Des-
tination Card (LDC) and the Read-out Motherboard (ROMB). The S-LINK data
format is different for the transmitting lines on the LSC and on the LCD (the re-
turn channel). However, for both of them, a 32-bits bus of data is serially sent
from the FEMB, UD(31..0), and from ROMB, LD(31..0). In parallel to data extra
lines, UCTRL and LCTRL(1:0), are used for the handshaking mechanism and for
synchronization.
In addition to simple data movement, S-LINK includes: error detection, a self-test
function and a return channel for transmitting flow control commands.
The S-LINK concept is shown in the Fig. 2.19.

Figure 2.19: S-LINK Concept and data format.

Unfortunately, these serial links suffered the fact that a few years ago the pro-
duction of the G-LINK chip-set and the TLK2501 Serdes were discontinued. In
order to find replacements for them, alternative solutions were investigated: in
both the cases, FPGA embedded solutions were explored [42, 43]. The new ar-
chitectures were based on last-generation Xilinx FPGAs, with high-speed serial
transceivers in the multi Gbps domain. Their success relies in the characteristics
inherited from FPGAs, in terms of re-programmability, portability and versatility.
Indeed, specific implementation flavors target different requirements: increasing
the bandwidth performances of the link, keeping it backward compatible with the
previous ASIC version, or adding fixed-latency for real-rime critical operations.

2.9 state-of-art of high speed data links in hep

As the demand for bandwidth and speed increases, not only in the telecommu-
nication but in every field of electronics industry (military, medical, networking,
video, etc.), a constant improvements in I/O design has demanded. Multi-gigabit
serial I/O are the dominant implementation of I/O interfaces at speeds of 1Gbps
and higher. Multi-Gigabit Transceivers (MGTs) are an improved version of the
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simple SerDes described in the previous sections. Indeed, beyond the serializa-
tion and deserialization functions, Multi-Gigabit Transceivers incorporate addi-
tional technologies, such as:

• Differential signalling,

• Phase-locked loops,

• Clock and Data Recovery,

• Emphasis,

• Encoding/Decoding,

• Channel bonding.

Most of this functions has been described in the previous section, and it is clear
the fundamental (critical) role they play in data link designs, when operations at
high line rate has to be guarantee. Due to their intrinsic capacities, MGTs are
increasingly being used for communications because they provide extremely fast,
efficient and reliable communication data links. These are the reason why many
industrial standards such as:

• FiberChannel (FC);

• PCI Express;

• RapidIO Serial;

• Serial ATA;

• 1-Gb Ethernet and 10-Gb Ethernet (XAUI);

• Infiniband,

use multi-gigabit SerDes. Regarding the implementation of MGTs for a particular
application, a number of possibilities are available, using:

1. an ASIC;

2. an off-the-shelf IC (Application Specific Standard Product or ASSP), eventu-
ally with an external FPGA;

3. an FPGA with its embedded MGT.

Usually, the key factor to take into account (is tempered by several factors) for the
decision are: cost, volume, form-factor and flexibility.
ASICs offer the most flexibility for power optimization, packaging and volume
cost reduction, but come with prohibitive up-front, non-recurring engineering
expenses.
ASSPs have been a popular choice for designs, especially when there is either
no additional logic is needed or it is small enough that it can be implemented
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Figure 2.20: Radiation-hard optical link architecture.

into a small external FPGA. This solution is not suitable and unattractive for the
increase in the device’s physical size and absorbed power, as well as for the cost
of a two-chip solution. Besides, for most of the actual high-speed serial link, it has
become rather common the request of adding a complex extra logic. Then FPGA
vendors presented FPGA equipped with re-programmable MGTs. Serial links
completely FPGA-based offer a single-chip solution, similar to ASSPs, with all
the advantages related to the re-programmabilty of an FPGA devices: flexibility,
timing and testability.
Finally, depending on the case one among the previous solutions prevailed over
the other. Examples of different implementations of serial links will be described
which are of special importance for High Energy Physic Experiments (HEP).

2.9.1 An ASIC SerDes: the GBT

The GigaBit Transceiver (GBT) architecture and transmission protocol has been
proposed for data transmission in the physics experiments of the upgrade of the
LHC accelerator, SLHC. Due to the high beam luminosity planned for the SLHC,
the experiments will require high data rate links and electronic components ca-
pable of sustaining high radiation doses. The GBT ASICs is a radiation-hard bi-
directional 4.8Gbps optical fibre link for the transmission between the counting
room and the experiment. The basic architecture of the GBT protocol is shown in
Fig. 2.20.
One half of the system resides on the detector and hence in a radiation environ-
ment, therefore requiring custom electronics. It consists of the following compo-
nents: GBTx, a serializer-de-serializer chip for data; GBTIA: a trans-impedance
amplifier receiving the 4.8Gbps serial input data from a photodiode; GBLD: a
laser-driver ASIC to modulate 4.8Gbps serial data on a laser; GBT-SCA: a chip to
provide the slow-controls interface to the front-end electronics.
The other half of GBT is off-detector then, it is free from radiation and can
use commercially-available components: consists of a Field-Programmable-Gate-
Array (FPGA), programmed to be compatible with the GBT protocol and to pro-
vide the interface to off-detector systems. A parallel project, the Versatile Link
project, has been started in order to produce the a system of opto-electronics com-
ponents for the optical data transmission.
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Figure 2.21: A simplified block diagram of the GBTx.

Figure 2.22: GBT frame format.

In Fig. 2.21 a simplified block diagram of the GBT is reported. Some of the
blocks are typical components of transceivers (CDR and PISO/SIPO converters),
others are specific to the trigger functions (trigger logic and bunch emulator),
perform control of error conditions that are common in HEP environments only
(for example, Single Event Upset (SEU) monitor, watchdog), or help testability.
Many parallel and serial ports following well established industrial standards are
available: 1–Wire, I2C, JTAG. The format of the GBT data packet is shown in
Fig. 2.22. A fixed header (H) is followed by 4 bits of slow control data (C), 80
bits of user data (D) and the Reed-Solomonforward error correction (FEC) code
of 32 bits. The coding efficiency is therefore 88/120 = 73%, and the available
user bandwidth is 3.2Gbps. Even though, the real the GBTx is an ASIC chip,
together with the GBT project, the GBT-FPGA project started too, with the intend
of emulating the GBTx serial link and test the first GBTx prototypes. Thanks to
this project, now there is a full library [44], targeting FPGAs either from Altera
and Xilinx, which allows the implementation of GBT links on FPGAs.
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Figure 2.23: TLK1501 Block Diagram.

2.9.2 Off-The shelf SerDes

Due to their importance and extensive use many vendors offer commercial
SerDes solutions, capable of supporting wide input frequency and data ranges,
and thereby support wide data ranges covering most of the applications men-
tioned.

Texas Instruments (TI), for example, produces general purpose SerDes, such
as the TLK1501, TLK2501 and TLK1501, which can be used for high-speed bi-
directional transmission. They cover a range of line rate from 0.6Gbps to 3.125Gbps.
The block diagram is almost the same for all the devices and it is shown in Fig.
2.23, where the blocks already mentioned can be easily identified. On the top
there is serializer block. Data, TX(15:0), are first stored in a register and then en-
coded (if this functionality is enabled). Finally, data are serialized by the Parallel
To Serial Block and differentially transmitted. On the bottom, the deserialized
section is presented which provide to the opposite function. In the centre, the
block for clock and data recovery is shown.

For applications such as Gigabit Ethernet, fibre channel, 10G Ethernet, ad-
vanced SerDes needs to be development, such as the TLK3134 by TI. The TLK3134
is a flexible four-channel independently configurable serial transceiver which is
ideal for bidirectional point-to-point data transmissions up to 30Gbps data rate.
It can be configured to be compliant with the 10Gbps Ethernet XAUI specifica-
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Figure 2.24: Core Block Diagram of the TLK3134 SerDes.

tion and the 1000Base-X 1Gbps Ethernet Specification. In the Fig. 2.24 the basic
functions of a MGT can be easily recognized. For the XAUI core, a high level
description of the TLK3134 is shown in Fig. 2.25. The structure is more compli-

Figure 2.25: Block Diagram of LK3134 SerDes for XAUI1000BaseX applications.

cated and four channel are contemporary used to handle the amount of data. In
Fig. 2.25, two new blocks RXFIFO/CTC and TXFIFO/CTC are used. In the receive
data path, a FIFO (RXFIFO/CTC) is placed on the output of the serial to parallel
conversion logic. It compensates for channel skew, clock phase and frequency
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tolerance differences between the recovered clocks for each serial links and the re-
ceive output clock, RCLK, synchronous with the recovered parallel data, RD(31:0).
Besides, the two blocks provide for Clock Tolerance Compensation (CTC). Indeed,
although the XAUI interface is defined to allow for separate clock domains on
each side of the link, the reference clocks for two devices on a XAUI link cannot
have the same exact frequencies. The slight differences in clock frequencies is
compensated via the insertion or the removal of special characters on all channels.
This technique avoid the FIFOs on the receiver/transmitter to over or under run.
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3
S E L F A D A P T I V E S E R I A L L I N K

In this chapter a frequency agile, auto-adaptive serial link is presented [45].
The system is intended as a proof-of-concept of a more general adaptive serial
link, which, is capable to analyze the incoming data stream and to find the high-
est transmission line rate, according to a given tolerated BER. In particular, it
is designed around an FPGA-embedded microprocessor, which drives the pro-
grammable ports of an embedded Multi-Gigabit Transcever (MGT) in order to
control the quality of the received data and to easily calculate the Bit Error Ratio
(BER) in each sampling point of the eye diagram. Besides, the link is able to re-
configure the MGT parameters in order in order to fully benefit from the available
link bandwidth, by setting the highest line rate.

This architecture can be used whenever it is crucial to have prompt information
about the maximum sustainable line rate of a connection, such as on test beam
sites, where the user could be forced to adapt dynamically his setup to the cabling
resources available on site. The system can be also used as a monitoring tool
in HEP experiments, where the connections are subject to ageing and insertion
losses, and the fibres can increase their attenuation because of radiation; it can
also be implemented whenever it is necessary to remotely monitor a transmission
system, in order to detect issues in the serial link physical layer. As an application
example, it can be proposed some of the many experiments at Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) at CERN, which have been intensively using different serial links,
both for transmission of Timing, Trigger and Control signals (TTC) [1] and for
trigger and data readout [2, 3]. Some of the listed serial links were required also
to be fixed-latency links, for transmission of trigger data, and were originally
designed and deployed in the field by using custom ASICs. However, recent
studies [39, 46] show that last generation FPGA features allow to implement the
same links in cost-effective designs, in order to overcome the obsolescence of some
component of the original link and to allow the integration in the new hardware,
designed for the different upgrades of the LHC physics program [47, 48]. The
solution proposed could be easily adapted in this framework, as it can be used
on top of any user’s existing link, as it has no specific requirement about link
specification or protocol.

The first part of the chapter focuses on the state of the art in the field of adap-
tive serial links. Hence an introduction to FPGA devices, and the description of
some architectural details of the embedded MGT, which the link is based on, are
presented. Finally, the self-adaptive link project, the description of the test bench
used and the experimental results are described and discussed .
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3.1 state of the art and motivation

Different adaptive link strategies are explored in literature, mostly proposing
architectures that define low power or low error solutions, as we will describe
later. The main task of the link developed in this paper, on the other hand, is
to provide the best performances in terms of bandwidth, compatible with the
physical layer. State-of-the art research activity in electronics is presently focusing
on adaptive serial links capable to perform traffic-driven rate adaptation in wire-
less networks or Ethernet. Different adaptive link rate (ALR) mechanisms can be
found in literature [49, 50], which allow to lower the link rates when the network
traffic request is reduced, thus lowering the power consumption, with little im-
pact on network performances [51, 52]. Moreover, wireless application also have
to face with the poor quality of the channel; these applications must adapt the
data transmission to the link-level error rate and provide techniques to recover
from transmission errors. To be more specific, as an example, it can be investi-
gated on the Bluetooth [53] specification, which provides two techniques in order
to overcome link-level transmission errors, due to the poor channel quality, which
causes a relatively high error rate (typically around 10−2). The two recommended
techniques are:

1. Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding, which adds overhead on the data
payload in order to detect and correct transmission bit errors;

2. Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) transmission scheme, which informs the
source that the last data transfer was successful or failed, thus allowing
for a retransmission of data. Unfortunately, these two schemes cannot be
easily adopted, or they cannot be adopted at all, in TDAQ systems of HEP
experiments, for the following reasons:

3. FEC coding always adds overhead on the data, thus reducing the through-
put of the link, even when the transmission is error free;

4. ARQ scheme can typically introduce additional and variable delays due to
the retransmission, which are not suitable for real-time applications, such as
fixed latency trigger paths.

Another activity of research in the field of serial links concerns the power saving
techniques in the serial communication between Integrated Circuits (IC) chips,
mounted on supercomputer or server motherboards, with high data-processing
demands, or in high-speed network routers which require a large number (∼ hun-
dreds) of links. Indeed, simulations and experiments show that most Ethernet
links are underused and the energy consumption of the link could be reduced by
simply operating them at a lower line rate. In order to save power, by lowering
the line rate, one of the suggested techniques [54] is the use of adaptive power
control. When the peak performance is not needed, adaptive power-supply regu-
lation lowers the power consumption by reducing the supply voltage of the serial-
link chips to the minimum supply value required to support the transmission
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Figure 3.1: Overview of FPGA architecture.

frequency. Since the power dissipation of a CMOS is proportional to V2f, low-
ering both the supply voltage V and the frequency f greatly reduces the overall
power dissipation. Adaptive power supply regulation techniques usually rely on
analog feedback circuits, which adjust the supply voltage of an oscillator (thus in-
creasing/reducing its internal propagation delays) so that the modified frequency
fits with the desired transmission frequency. This approach is usually adopted
in ASIC chips, while it cannot be followed in an FPGA-based serial link design,
where constraints on the power supply are very tight.

Different from the state-of-art research activity, this proposal aims at obtaining
the maximum line rate link performances. However, since this architecture is prin-
cipally designed to meet the requests of the HEP experiments, its principal goal
is to obtain a safe transmission at the highest line rate for a given physical layer.
In order to work at the highest line rate, without the possibility of using the FEC
technique or retransmitting data, an error-free transmission has to be guaranteed.
Due to its intrinsic nature and in contrast with the links previously described,
this architecture can easily fit in TDAQ systems of HEP experiments with real-
time requirements, as neither extra delay is added to the main functionality of
the serial link nor overhead is added to the payload. It has been also intended
for implementation in Xilinx SRAM FPGA, thus gaining from the flexibility and
re-programmability of the device, and it can be added on top of any user’s cus-
tom serial link, as it has no requirement about link specification or underlying
protocol.

Before going into the detailed description of the architecture, a general descrip-
tion of FPGAs is given, as a background for a better understanding of the projects.
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3.2 field programmable gate array, fpga

Field Programmable Gate Array devices, FPGAs, are integrated circuits con-
taining logic blocks which can be programmed by the user in the field [55]. Logic
blocks contain a wide set of programmable logic gates and memory elements
(simple flip-flops or more complex block of memories). FPGAs contain also inter-
connect resources, which allow the blocks to be wired together and to implement
almost any kind of digital circuit or system.
The basic structure of an FPGA (3.1) includes the following elements:

1. Look-up table (LUTs): blocks which performslogic operations;

2. Flip-Flop (FFs): register elements which can store the result of the LUT;

3. wires: interconnection resources;

4. IO pads: physically ports that get data in and out of the FPGA.

Although this structure allows the implementation of a wide range of digital sys-
tem, in order to improve their efficiency, contemporary FPGAs incorporate addi-
tional elements, which implement specific functions such as:

1. embedded memories for distributed data storage (BlockRAMs);

2. Phase-locked loops (PLLs) for driving the FPGA fabric at different clock
rates;

3. external and/or embedded microprocessors;

4. Digital Signal Processors (DSPs).

The final FPGA architecture result in a more complicate scheme shown in Fig. 3.2.
For low to medium volume productions, FPGAs provide a cheaper and faster

time to market solution with respect to Application Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASIC). Indeed, while obtaining the first ASIC prototype normally requires a lot
of resources in terms of time and money, an FPGA is ready to use and to be
configured (in less than a minute) and its cost is reasonable low. In the latest
FPGAs, to improve their flexibility a further, useful feature is present. In this
devices is possible, a partially reconfiguration of a portion of FPGA (through the
Dynamically Reconfiguration Ports, DRP) while the rest of it is still running.

3.2.1 FPGA’s Technologies

The reconfigurability and reprogrammability of an FPGA underlies on the tech-
nology used to implement the logic blocks and the interconnections. There are a
number of technologies including static memory (SRAM), flash and anti-fuse.

1. SRAM-based FPGAs: They store logic cells configuration data in the static
memory which are organized as an array of latches. SRAM-based technol-
ogy is the most widely used approach, because of the re-programmable
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Figure 3.2: Detailed internal FPGA architecture, including macroblocks.

capability and the use of standard CMOS process technology (which means
higher and higher integration and speed, and lower and lower dynamic
power consumption). However, its large area, as compared to other tech-
nologies, and its volatile nature are the main drawbacks. 5

2. Flash-based FPGAs: The flash-based FPGAs uses flash or EEPROM as a
primary resource for configuration storage. This technology has several ad-
vantages: it is less power and area consumptive, non volatile, and more
tolerant to radiation effects. However it cannot be reconfigured an infinite
number of times and its technology is based on non-standard CMS process.

3. Antifuse-based FPGAs: Antifuse-based FPGAs are different from the pre-
vious mainly because they can be programmed only once. Its primary ad-
vantage relies in its lower area occupancy as well as in the presence of low
parasitic capacitance. The antifuse is a device that doesn’t conduct current
initially, but can be burned to conduct current. The antifuse-based FPGA
can’t be then reprogrammed since there is no way to return a burned anti-
fuse into the initial state.

3.2.2 Design Flow

Design flow of FPGA starts with the behavioural description of the circuit to
implement. It is usually used a hardware description language, HDL (Very-High-
Speed-Integrated-Circuit-HDL, VHDL, or Verilog) more then a schematic design. In
any case, they allow the user either to design digital systems and to simulate its
operation with different level of accuracy. An automation tool (usually a com-
pany’s proprietary software) is used to compile the hardware description code
and convert it into a stream of bits, bitstream, which is eventually loaded into
the FPGA to configure the logic blocks and the interconnections. The complete
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Figure 3.3: Overview of design flow of a Xilinx FPGA device.

development process is depicted in more details in 3.3 [56].
Once, the logic circuit has been developed using an HDL language, a synthesizer

transforms the code into a gate-level netlist, using the components included into
basic libraries. The netlist, which is a description of the various logic gates in the
design with their interconnection, is device independent. The synthesis tool can
optimize the network in terms of area, speed or power consumption. At this stage
behavioural simulation can and must be done in order to check the proper oper-
ation of the circuit, however information about switching delays is not included,
yet.
The following phase, named implementation, employs three different step: trans-
lation in which one or more netlists are merged together along with any design
constraints; mapping: where gates in the netlist are combined into groups that
will fit efficiently into the LUTs of the FPGA; the placement and routing in which,
after groups are assigned to LUTs at various locations in the FPGA the tool deter-
mines how to connect them together using the routing resources in the switching
matrix and and input and output pins. Any stage of the implementation must be
validated via timing analysis, simulation, and other verification methodologies.
It is important to highlight that going down through the design, the netlist is
augmented with more and more information about how the design will be placed
into the FPGA. This allows to perform a more realistic timing simulation that take
into account the effects of gate and wiring delays on the operation of your circuit.
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Finally, once the design and validation process is complete a bitstream generator
takes the output of the implementation phase, combines it with a other configu-
ration settings, and outputs a binary bitstream. This bitstream is a binary data
which contains the truth tables that will be loaded into the RAM of every LUT
and the connection settings for the wiring matrix that will connect them. This
file is transferred into a physical FPGA chip via a serial interface (JTAG) or to an
external memory device.
To simplify the design of complex systems in FPGAs, there exist libraries of pre-
defined complex functions and circuits that have been tested and optimized to
speed up the design process. These predefined circuits are commonly called IP
cores, and are available from FPGA vendors and third-party IP suppliers (rarely
free, and typically released under proprietary licenses). Other predefined circuits
are available from developer communities such as OpenCores (typically released
under free and open source licenses such as the GPL, BSD or similar license), and
other sources.

3.2.3 MGTs in Xilinx FPGAs: GTP and GTX

Figure 3.4: Detail of Xilinx QUADQUAD. GTXs in a QUADQUAD share a number of
resources including a PLL, reset logic, and a DRP.

In order to better understand the way in which the link has been developed, it
worth to understand some of the architectural details of embedded SerDes used.
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The link developed in this work is based on the Multi-Gigabit Transceiver (MGTs)
of the Xilinx 7-series FPGA family [57]. Thus the following discussion focuses
on the architecture of Xilinx MGTs found in these chips, though the principles
are similar for MGTs in other chips and from other vendors [58]. Furthermore,
the discussion primarily references Xilinx High Speed (GTX) MGTs, though the
architectural details are nearly the same for the Low Power (GTP) MGTs [59]
(which is used in the work presented in ). Most of this information is available
in more detail in [60], but in this chapter only the most relevant to this work are
presented.

Inside the FPGA, GTXs are grouped into blocks called QUAD as shown in
Fig. 3.5. Each QUAD contains four GTXs which share some basic components:

1. the clocking block for the distribution of the input reference clock between
and inside the QUAD;

2. a Phase Locked Loop (PLL), used to generate the high speed clock used for
both tiles from a reference clock via the clocking block;

3. the reset logic, which can reset all components of the QUAD, including the
shared PLL, or it can be applied to each GTX and to some subcomponent,
separately;

4. the power control logic, which allows to power down the entire QUAD;

5. the Dynamic Reconfiguration Ports (DRP), which allows the user logic to
change certain GTX configuration settings.

GTXs are available as configurable hard-macros each of one including a pair
of transceivers: a transmitter (TX) and a receiver (RX). Fig. 3.5 shows the archi-
tecture of the transmitter (TX) and the receiver (RX) included in each transceiver.
Both the TX and the RX are divided into a Physical Medium Attachment (PMA)
section and a Physical Coding Sublayer (PCS). The first performs the serialization
(for the TX) and the de-serialization (RX) of the data, while the second one elabo-
rates information; in the PCS section, for example, the 8B/10B circuit codifies the
data, if necessary. The GTX transceiver has different clock domains bridging the
frequency gap from the user logic clock which presents parallel data to the high
speed clock used to transmit serial data. These multiple clock regions split both
the RX and the TX into a parallel and a serial section. The first one, include three
clock domains, while the second one is fed by a high-speed serial clock. In the
parallel section, the TX/RXUSRCLK and TX/RXUSRCLK2 are generally provided
from the FPGA Fabric. Instead, a TX and a RX Phase Locked Loop (PLL) inter-
nally generate the parallel XCLK and the serial clock using two distinct reference
clocks (TX/RXPLLREFCLK). However, if the transmitter and the receiver work at
the same line rate, there is also the possibility of sharing the RX-PLL with a power
consumption improvement. Besides, both the PLLs have dedicated outputs, TX-
OUTCLK and RXRECCLK, that can be potentially used to drive TXUSERCLK2
and RXUSERCLK2, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Detail of Xilinx GTX architecture.
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On the transmitter, the TX FPGA Interface reads the information coming from
the FPGA Fabric on the positive edge of TXUSRCLK2, while on its output lines,
data to be transferred to the 8B/10B encoder are written synchronously with
TXUSRCLK. The TXUSRCLK rate depends on the length of data words. Indeed,
the GTX allows the user to configure the width of the ports to the values 8, 10,
16, 32, 40, 64, 66-bit wide. Then, according to this value and to the TX line rate,
the user or the TX-PLL feeds the FPGA Interface with the correct TXUSRCLK. In
addition to the TXUSRCLK2 signal, the PCS section is characterized by another
internal parallel clock: the PMA parallel clock domain, XCLK. For a safe data
transmission, the XCLK rate must match the TXUSRCLK rate and no phase differ-
ences can be exists between the two domains. For this need, the GTX transmitter
includes a TX-FIFO and a TX phase-alignment circuit which allows to minimize
phase differences between the PMA clock and TXUSRCLK signal. The boundary
between the PMA and PCS sections is represented by the Parallel In Serial Out
(PISO) block which provides to the Parallel-to-Serial conversion. In the TX-GTX,
as in the most common SerDes transmitter interface, the PISO block has two dis-
tinct input clock: the parallel clock, XCLK, and the high-speed serial clock, used
to synchronize the serial output. This serial clock is internally implemented by
the TX-PLL, which multiplies the reference clock (TXPLLREFCLK) up to the serial
frequency or bit-rate. For this purpose the frequency of the incoming clock has to
be a sub-multiple of the bit-rate.

The receiver structure is analogue to the transmitter’s one described above. The
serial stream is received by the Clock and Data Recovery (CDR) block. This circuit
recovers the clock signal from data and uses it to drive both the serial and parallel
clock inputs of the SIPO (Serial In Parallel Out). This advanced register carries
out Serial-to-Parallel data conversion. The extracted clock is used to synchronize
the serial data stream, but is also divided to generate a parallel recovered clock
(RXRECCLK). This RXRECCLK is used to drive the SIPO parallel outputs, but it
can also be brought out to the FPGA fabric logic to clock the output lines of the
RX FPGA Interface. In the RX-GTX, the Comma Detect and Align block assures
that parallel data coming from the SIPO are correctly aligned to word boundary
(i.e. 8B/10B comma symbol). Then, if necessary, data is decoded, otherwise, it
is directly transferred to the Elastic Buffer RX-FIFO which guarantees the correct
transmission when data enters the RXUSRCLK domain.

RX eye margin analysis

The RX side of GTX [60] high-speed transceivers have a new feature, RX eye
margin analysis, which allows to measure and display the receiver eye margin. In
the standard operation, data from the serial stream is recovered by sampling a
specific point (Data Sample) (Fig. 3.6). The horizontal position of the Data Sam-
ple is determined by the CDR algorithm and the vertical position is the common
mode voltage. When the eye scan functionality is running, an additional sampler
is activated in the GTX and a new sample (Offset Sample) is acquired, with pro-
grammable (horizontal and vertical) offsets from the data sample point.
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Figure 3.6: Position of Offset Sample and Data Sample.

Figure 3.7: An example of Statistical Eye Diagram obtained from the RX eye margin
analysis procedure.

An eye scan measurement run is performed by acquiring a large number of Data
Samples (which can range from tens of thousands to 1014 or more) and by count-
ing the number of times the offset sample has a different value with respect to
the data sample; the latter number is often called Error Count. The bit error ratio
(BER) at a specific vertical and horizontal offset is given by the ratio between the
Error Count and the Sample Count. By repeating the eye scan measurement for
each horizontal and vertical offset in the Unit Interval (or in a part of the U.I.) a
2-D BER map can be produced which is usually called Statistical Eye (Fig. 3.7).

This functionality poses no specific requests or constraints on the data pattern
to be received, and no change is required in the RX configuration. Moreover, no
additional FPGA logic is required, except the possibility to read and write the
GTX attributes. Thus, the Statistical Eye can be measured without compromising
the link functionality, i.e. while the user’s application data is being transmitted
on the serial link.
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Figure 3.8: Simplified block diagram of the adaptive link.

3.3 implementation

The frequency agile, auto-adaptive serial link is designed around an FPGA-
embedded MGT, whose programmable ports are driven by an embedded mi-
croprocessor. Xilinx provides a standalone tool [61] that allows performing the
Eye Scan Analysis on the receiver side of the GTX transceiver, using the MicroB-
laze [62] Micro Controller System macro; the toolkit also includes the Eye Scan
algorithm (providing the C code). Moreover, Xilinx supplies the hardware sources
files for the implementation of a link based on the XAUI protocol, in which the
GTXs are arranged in a loopback configuration. The original contribution of this
work consists in the build-up, design and optimization of a full architecture, on
top of the basic Xilinx tool, which:

1. drives the programmable ports of the GTX in order to modify the line rate
of the link;

2. runs consecutive eye scans for various line rate;

3. analyses the results of the different scans, in order to find the maximum line
rate sustainable by the link;

4. manages the synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver of
the link, that will be needed at each line rate change.

Before starting the description of the implementation, it is necessary to spend
a few words on the definition of a handshake mechanism for the switching of the
link line rates.

3.3.1 Handshake Mechanism

The adaptive link is made of a TX and a RX module, both implemented by
a GTX module, and it needs a full-duplex channel. The serial link is presently
designed to handle 16-bit words as a payload and it uses an 8B/10B coding, in
order to guarantee a sufficient number of transitions on the link. A simplified
block diagram of the adaptive link is shown in Fig. 3.8.

The direct channel is the physical layer under test, for which the Statistical Eye
is measured, and it goes from the transmitter module to the receiver module. The
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Figure 3.9: Lattice diagram of the handshake mechanism.

return channel goes from the receiver module back to the transmitter module and
it is used to make the two modules communicate at a low rate. The line rate on
the return channel is kept as low as possible (500Mbps for this version of GTX),
assuming that such line rate is safely sustainable by the channel. A discrete set of
different line rates f0, f1, ..., fk−1, fk, fk+1,˙̇̇,fn, with f0 < f1 < fk−1 < fk < fk+1 <
fn, can be chosen in the definition of the link properties, both at the TX module
and at the RX module. Obviously, the line rate settings must be the same for the
TX and the RX side, in order to allow the link establishment.
When the system is operating in the adaptation mode and the link is established
at a certain line rate fk, a pseudorandom sequence is transmitted in order to
emulate random traffic on the link, allowing to perform the 2-D BER map; the
data of the pseudorandom sequence flow from the TX module to the RX one, and
the Statistical Eye can be acquired for that particular line rate. When the Statistical
Eye acquisition is completed, a validation of the line rate fk, according to a specific
BER, is performed, following the algorithm that will be explained later.

After this stage, the system changes the line rate fk, both at the TX module and
at the RX module, according to the following rules: if the validation of fk was
successful, the rate is increased to fk+1 > fk, in order to perform the same analysis
for a higher line rate, if a line rate higher than fk is available; if the validation of fk
failed, the rate is decreased to fk-1 < fk, in order to reach the previously validated
and safe line rate. Thus, a change in the line rate is necessary at least once (unless
the lowest line rate is not validated), and a handshake mechanism between TX
module and RX module, for the negotiation of the change in line rate, must be
defined. A lattice diagram of the handshake mechanism is shown in Fig. 3.9.

In our architecture, as the Statistical Eye and the rate validation are performed
at the receiving end of the link, the RX module is the only able to initiate a request
to change the rate, as the master of the handshake mechanism. Obviously, an
established link from the RX to the TX module is necessary, in order to perform
the line rate change negotiation process.
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The RX module determines the need for increasing or decreasing the line rate
and sends a request using a specific frame, labelled Link Request Frame (LRF),
which contains the increase rate or decrease rate instruction. The TX module, which
acts as slave in the handshake mechanism and contains the receiver end of the
return channel, acknowledges the line rate change request, by sending the Ac-
knowledge Frame (ACKF) on the direct channel. The ACK Frame triggers a line
rate modification on both TX and RX module of the link and, in order to modify
the line rate, an update of the parameters of the GTX is performed, as described
later. A link resynchronization procedure will be needed at the new line rate.

3.3.2 The Resynchronization procedure

The resynchronization procedure is initiated by the TX module by sending a
specific sequence of words (a 8B/10B comma plus user’s synch code), after the
generation of the ACK Frame, according to the following rules:

1. wait for an additional dead time of 10µs, accounted for the ACK Frame
propagation on the direct channel;

2. wait for the typical time needed to update the GTX programmable parame-
ters on both modules (δ 5µs);

3. wait for an additional dead time of 5ms, accounted for the configuration of
both the ends of the link with the new parameters.

After the reconfiguration, the logic on the RX module compares the received
sequence with the expected one and, in case of successful transmission, it sends a
Link UP code on the return channel, in order to confirm to the TX module that the
link is established. If the incoming sequence on the RX module is not correct, or
if no data arrives to the RX during a timeout window (default timeout is 1 s) from
the arrival of the ACK Frame, the transmitter on the RX module sends a Retry
command to the TX on the safe return channel and keeps waiting for another
synch code from the TX module on the direct channel. When the TX module
receives the Retry command, it sends again the synch code on the direct channel
and waits for the Link UP confirmation on the return channel.

The Retry procedure is repeated 5 times, unless a correct data transmission is
successful; after 5 Retry procedures, the RX module sends a LRF with the Decrease
Rate command, in order to bring back the line rate at the previously working one.

The total time required for the handshake and the resynchronization, Tswitch,
depends on the different procedures involved in the process; anyway, the lower
limit of Tswitch is reached when no Retry procedure is activated and, in this case,
it expected to be slightly higher than 100ms and it slightly depends on the line
rate.
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Figure 3.10: Simplified block diagram of the TX module of the adaptive link.

3.3.3 TX and RX Module Architecture

The simplified block diagram of the TX module, which is designed around a
GTX macro, is shown in Fig. 3.10.
The main tasks of the TX module are:

1. to send data for the synchronization of the link; such data are made of
synchronization specific words (commas) and of a user code stored in the
SYNCH RAM;

2. to send the appropriate codes for the test of the direct channel of the link;
this phase is managed by the Line Rate Controller FSM, which also reads
back the information from the RX module, manages the Handshake mecha-
nism and writes the appropriate data on the Dynamic Reconfiguration Port
(DRP [63]) of the GTX in order to modify the line rate;

3. after the adaptive phase of the link, to become transparent and transmit the
user’s data on the link.

The dataflow of the three different phases of operation is handled by the Data-
Mux multiplexer, managed by the Flow Controller FSM: such state machine is the
master of the TX module, as it also controls the activity of the different parts of
the architecture. A crucial role is played by the system clock, different from the
clock signals used by the GTX (one clock for the TX part and one clock for the RX
part, not shown in Fig. 3.10 for sake of clarity); indeed, the GTX clocks may not
be available during some specific procedures (i.e. the reconfiguration of the GTX
or the resynchronization procedure, when the link goes down) and the use of the
system clock is fundamental for keeping the rest of the logic alive. In order to de-
couple the clock domain of the GTX and the system clock, two First-In-First-Out
(FIFO) memories are implemented in the design. The most complex part of the
system is the RX module, built around a GTX macro, the Xilinx Micro Controller
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Figure 3.11: Simplified block diagram of the RX module of the adaptive link.

System (MCS) block, an embedded microprocessor (PicoBlaze [64]) and a cluster
of cooperative Finite State Machines, which build up most of the fabric logic. The
simplified block diagram of the receiver module of the adaptive link is shown in
Fig. 3.11.
The MCS block modifies the Offset Sample position in the receiver part of the
GTX, by accessing its DRP port; moreover, it acquires the Statistical Eye data from
the GTX and saves the data in four 18-kbit block RAMs (2-D eye data RAM).
Because the MCS uses the same address bus both for DRP and 2-D eye data RAM,
the DRPBlock RAM Access Controller Finite State Machine (FSM) controls the
access to the DRP, in order to change the Offset Sample position, or the 2-D eye
data memory, either for reading or for writing.

Finally, based on the results of the eye scan run, stored in the 2-D eye data
RAM, the PicoBlaze processor chooses the best frequency and, through the Line-
Rate Controller FSM, it configures the DRP ports of the RX part of the GTX, in
order to properly change the line rate with the new specifications. In the block
diagram, a communication backbone is used by the Line-Rate Controller FSM to
setup the transmission frequency of the link, by setting DRP controls and data
signals; the backbone is represented by the dot-and-line connection.
A Personal Computer, transferring data to Picoblaze according to the RS-232 stan-
dard, is used in order to start an eye-margin analysis run; the PC is also used in
order to perform the readout of the eye-scan data from the 2-D eye data RAM, that
are saved onto the PC in an ASCII file. Besides, in order to automatically elaborate
and easily analyse the data collected during the scan, a Mathematica [65] code has
been designed which produces various plots and maps for the characterization of
the link.
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3.3.4 Line rate validation procedure

As described in the introduction section, data from the serial stream is recov-
ered by sampling a specific point (Data Sample) inside the Unit Interval, deter-
mined by the CDR. However, another sample can be acquired (Offset Sample) by
changing the programmable (horizontal and vertical) offsets from the data sample
point.
An eye scan measurement run is performed by acquiring a large number of Data
Samples and by counting the number of times in which the Offset sample has a
different value with respect to the Data sample. The BER at a specific vertical and
horizontal offset is given by the ratio between the Error Count and the Sample
Count.
By repeating the eye scan measurement for different horizontal and vertical off-
set in the Unit Interval, a 2-D BER map can be produced which is usually called
Statistical Eye. The higher number of horizontal and vertical offset is used, the
higher resolution map can be obtained, even if this can have a severe impact on
the time needed for a full U.I. scan.
The statistical eye is composed of coloured BER contours, where each curve (also
called ISOBER curve) represents the eye diagram for a specific BER performance.
Familiar quality graphs of a serial link, like the Bathtub plots, showing the eye
width or eye height at different BER levels, can be drawn by intercepting the sta-
tistical eye along the timing or amplitude axis. It’s worth remembering that the
BER value has to be estimated with a given Confidence Levels. Once the BER and
its Confidence Level are set, the number of bits to be transmitted through the sys-
tem is fixed. The relation between these quantities is well-known in literature and
already explained in the chapter 2.1. This also brings the designer to a trade-off
of test time versus BER Confidence Level.

For this reason, it has been chosen to transmit always the same normalized
number of bits, equal to 6, thus sufficient to reach the desired BER with a 90%
Confidence Level even in presence of 2 errors. Given the 90% Confidence Level,
the test time for this approach depends on the desired BER, on the line rate and
on the number of the Offset points, which influences the resolution of the map.
In order to keep the test time reasonable, i.e. few minutes for the full scan at
different rates, a value for BER of 10−8, with a number of offset points on the
horizontal and vertical axis respectively equal to 25 and 11, was chosen.
In this design, which should be intended as a proof-of-concept of the system, data
from the 2-D BER map and the monotonic distribution of the ISOBER curves are
used in order to build a keep-out region in the U.I..
The keep-out zone identifies a rectangular region which extends for 50% U.I. of the
horizontal axis and for 50% of the vertical axis. The logic uses the keep-out zone
in order to check the link under test: for a given line rate, the link is validate only
if all the Offset points inside the keep-out region exhibit a BER less than a given
value 10−8 with a given Confidence Level (90%).
The keep-out zone definition is very simple, as it is intended only to demonstrate
the feasibility of the full architecture; when implemented in a more complex ver-
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Figure 3.12: Picture of the setup for developing and testing the project.

sion of the adaptive link, to be deployed in a specific experiment, the shape of
the keep-out zone or even the thresholds for the validation can be modified by the
designer according to the specific requirements of the link. In order to easily read
the test results, it was defined a Pass/Fail map, starting from the Eye map data. If
the system finds 2 errors or less for a given Offset point, that point passes the test.
If the system finds 3 errors or more for any Offset point, the test is not validated
for that point, which therefore doesn’t pass the test. In the next section we show
two Pass/Fail maps, for different physical layers.
In this implementation, the line rate validation algorithm is carried out in the
fabric by using custom ad-hoc logic; specifically, the full algorithm is run by the
Line Rate Controller FSM and by the PicoBlaze embedded microprocessor, which
is used for the calculation of the keep-out zone boundaries; a 18-kbit RAM is also
used for data storage.

3.3.5 Test Setup and result

The development platform used in this project is the Xilinx evaluation board
KC705. It is equipped with an FPGA XC7K325T-2FFG900C device, provided with
GTX transceivers supporting a line rate up to 10.3125Gbps. The chosen hardware
setup allows using the on-board Sub Miniature version A connectors (SMA), in
order to use coaxial SMA cables as link transmission medium. The evaluation
board can be connected also to custom mezzanine boards (provided they have
SMA connectors), that could be specifically designed in order to host different
types of cables to be tested.
In principle, tests can be performed on the optical layer too. Indeed, by plugging
a FM-S14 SFP+ FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) [66] on the KC705 board, the GTX
transmitter and receiver parts can be connected by a duplex-fibre.
Besides, test set-up also includes a host computer; data transfer between the com-
puter and the PicoBlaze microprocessor is carried out according to the RS-232
standard. Fig. 3.12 shows the experimental setup, made of the PC and two KC705
boards.
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Figure 3.13: Simplified block diagram of the serial link used in the tests.

As previously discussed, the duplex channel is always necessary because of the
need of a return channel between RX and TX, which is used for communication
of the variations of the line rate, after the choice of the best frequency made by
the Line-Rate Controller FSM.

In order to test the adaptive system, two serial links were designed, one for the
direct channel and one for the return one. The two serial links have the same
simple architecture and the simplified block diagram of a single GTX is shown in
Fig. 3.13, where both the TX part and the RX part of a GTX macro are shown.

As previously described, reproduce the internal architecture of transmitter and
receiver of a MGT. Specifically, the architecture of the link node consists of the
parallel-to-serial (P/S, in the transmitter part) and serial-to-parallel (S/P, in the
receiver part) data-paths toward a far-end node.
Synchronization clock signals for the serial and parallel domains are generated by
a PLL (CPLL, shared between TX and RX) and the clock divider control blocks
(one for the TX and another one for the RX), which divide the clock by a N value,
depending on the line rate, compatible with the physical layer. The PLL uses a
156.25MHz reference clock, provided by the low-jitter, differential oscillator of
the KC705 board.
On the transmitter side, the PLL generates the high-speed serial clock and a par-
allel clock, TXUSRCLK. The clock signal TXUSRCLK is also routed to the FPGA
fabric, in order to feed the transmission logic.
On the receiver side, the PLL provides the base clock for the Clock and Data
Recovery block (CDR), while the clock divider circuit opportunely produces the
parallel recovered clock, RXRECCLK, from the CDR extracted clock. A RXREC-
CLK replica (RXUSRCLK) is also used to clock the downstream logic on FPGA
fabric.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14: Fig. a shows the Statistical Eye produced by using a pair of one meter long
SMA coaxial cables while Fig. b shows the results of the same test by using
a miniSAS differential cable.

Concerning the TX-RX set on the direct channel, the values of the TXUSRCLK
and RXUSRCLK clock signals are not fixed, as the line rate is variable on that
channel. Indeed, the line rate is given by the product of the parallel clock (TXUS-
RCLK or RXUSRCLK) and the parallel data width. Instead, on the return channel,
the constant line rate at 625Mbps and the data frame (consisting in 16-bit words
8B/10B internally encoded) set the values of the TXUSRCLK and RXUSRCLK
clock signals to 31.25MHz.

Fig. 3.14 shows the Statistical Eye produced by the tool for two different tested
physical layers. The test was executed by using a pair of one meter long SMA
coaxial cables, resulting in the wide open eye shown on the top; the same test was
performed by using a miniSAS [67] differential cable, largely used for high line
rate transmission for storage systems. Test on a four-meter miniSAS cable exhibits
a partially closed eye (a). The X-axis scale shows the percentage of U.I., while the
Y-axis shows the vertical offset coded with a 8-bit word, over the range spanning
from −127 to 127, allowing the comparison between different transmission stan-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15: Pass/Fail map produced by the line rate validation logic, for an SMA cable
(a) and for a miniSAS cable (b).

dards; the Data Sample point is identified by the (0,0) coordinate. Both plots were
acquired with a 1.25Gbps line rate and the different quality of the physical layers
is clearly visible by comparing the two plots.
Fig. 3.15 shows the Pass/Fail map obtained from the elaboration of the Statistical
Eye data (acquired for 1.25Gbps line rate) for the SMA (a) and for the miniSAS
(b) cables. In both the figures, the black rectangle identifies the keep-out region,
the triangles represent the Offset points for which the BER is greater than 10−8,
while the circles indicate where the BER is less than 10−8. One or more triangles
inside the keep-out region indicate the link doesn’t pass the test for that particular
line rate and physical layer. A simple analysis of the two plots reveals how the
link under test passed the qualification test, for a 1.25Gbps line rate, using the
SMA cables but not the miniSAS ones.

A further analysis can be conducted on the link, thanks to the ability of per-
forming a Bathtub plot with the tool developed.
Indeed, using the Mathematica software, it is possible to conduct a statistical anal-
ysis of the data saved on the PC. As example, the Bathtub plot produced by this
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Figure 3.16: Bathtub plot at the zero vertical offset for SMA cables.

software is shown in Fig. 3.16, where SMA cables are used. The plot shows the
BER values, over the U.I., at the zero value of the vertical offset.

Fig. 3.17 shows the output window of the adaptive link user console, which
informs the user about the different frequency scan performed and about the
maximum sustainable line rate of the serial link under test.

Figure 3.17: Output window of the adaptive link user console.
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4
AT L A S

Founded in 1954, the CERN laboratory are based on the Franco-Swiss border
near Geneva. It was one of Europe’s first joint ventures and now has 21 mem-
ber states. The name CERN is derived from the French Conseil Européen pour
la Recherche Nucléaire, or European Council for Nuclear Research, a provisional
council founded in 1952 by 12 European government with the mandate of estab-
lishing a world-class fundamental physics research organization in Europe. At
that time, pure physics research concentrated on understanding the inside of the
atom, hence the word "nuclear". At this moment, the understanding of matter
goes much deeper than the nucleus, and the main area of research at CERN is par-
ticle physics, the study of the fundamental constituents of matter and the forces
acting between them.

At CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, physicists and engi-
neers are probing the fundamental structure of the universe. They use the world’s
largest and most complex particle accelerator to study the basic constituents of
matter or the fundamental particles. The particles are made to collide together at
close to the speed of light. The process gives the physicists clues about how the
particles interact, and provides insights into the fundamental laws of nature.

The instruments used at CERN are purpose-built particle accelerators and de-
tectors. Accelerators boost beams of particles to high energies before the beams
are made to collide with each other. Detectors, like ATLAS, observe and record
the results of these collisions.
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4.1 the large hadron collider

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [68], built between 1998 and 2008, lies in the
circular tunnel 27 km in circumference, previously occupied by the Large Electron-
Positron Collider (LEP) which was shut down in November 2000. The tunnel is
buried around 50m to 180m underground, between the Swiss and French borders
on the suburb of Geneva.

LHC is a proton-proton (pp) collider which delivered collision at
√
s = 7 TeV in

2010 and 2011, and at
√
s = 8 TeV during 2012. During the test collision in prepa-

ration of the second operational run, it reached a total energy of
√
s = 13 TeV .

One of the crucial parameters for the discovery power of a particle collider is the
instantaneous luminosity which is proportional to the event rate dNdt :

dN

dt
= L× σ , (4.1)

where σ is the cross section of the considered process.
The instantaneous luminosity of a particle accelerator depends on its intrinsic
features, according to the formula:

L =
N2pfk

4πR2
, (4.2)

where Np is the number of protons in each bunch, f is the revolution frequency of
the protons in the accelerating ring, k is the number of bunches circulating in the
beam and R is the mean radius of the proton distribution on the plane orthogo-
nal to the beam direction. The instantaneous luminosity delivered by the LHC in
2015 reached the value of 5× 1033 cm−2s−1 at its maximum, as Fig. 4.1 (a) shows,
where the design peak luminosity was 5× 1034 cm−2s−1.
During the 2015 runs, the integrated luminosity (the cumulative luminosity ver-
sus time) is showed in Fig. 4.1 (b).

In order to achieve the final energy, the beam goes through an acceleration
chain. The different steps in the acceleration chain and the different positions of
the LHC’s experiments are showed in Fig. 4.2: after their production, the protons
start the acceleration process in the linear accelerator, Linac2, where they reach an
energy of 50MeV ; following in the chain, there is the Proton Synchrotron Booster
which accelerate the protons to an energy of 1.4GeV and the Proton Synchrotron
(PS) where they reach 26GeV ; the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), which is the
last step, before the injection into the LHC, raises their energy up to 450GeV .
Once there, the protons are accelerated in the two opposite directions. During the
first years of operation, the LHC increased the proton energies from 3.5 TeV (2011)
to 4 TeV (2012) and 6.5 TeV (2015).

Since LHC accelerates two beams of same sign particles, two separate accelerat-
ing cavities and two different magnetic fields are needed: LHC is equipped with
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: The integrated luminosity as a function of time delivered by LHC (a) and
recorded by ATLAS (b) in 2012 and 2015.

Figure 4.2: The chain of LHC particles accelerator and the different beam’s collision
points with their corresponding experiment.
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1232 superconducting magnets and 16 radiofrequency cavities which bend and
accelerate the proton beams in the two parallel beam lines in the machine. The
magnetic field used to bend such energetic proton beams is of 8 T and to reach
such a magnetic fields the superconducting magnets are cooled down to 1.9K and
a current of 13 kA circulates inside them.

The LHC provides collisions in four collision points along its circumference
where detector experiments are located (Fig. 4.2): ALICE (A Large Ion Collider-
Experiment, [33]), ATLAS (A Toroidal Lhc ApparatuS, [34]), CMS (Compact Muon
Solenoid, [37]) and LHCb (Large Hadron Collider beauty, [69]).
ATLAS and CMS are multi-purpose detectors: Precise SM measurements, the dis-
covery of the Higgs boson and searches for new phenomena beyond the SM are
the main tasks.
Instead ALICE and LHCb are focused on more specific studies: ALICE is de-
signed to study the quark-gluon plasma produced in heavy-ions collisions1, while
LHCb focuses on the study of B-physics and CP-violation processes occurring in
b and c hadron decays.
Further experiments are LHCf, designed to study the particles generated in the
forward region of collisions which are relevant for the understanding of cosmic
rays physics, TOTEM, which measures the total elastic and diffractive proton-
proton cross section and MoEDAL which is searching for magnetic monopoles.

4.2 physics at lhc

The principal purpose of LHC, and its experiments, is to find the missing pieces
in the current description of the fundamental structure of matter, called the Stan-
dard Model. It describes the Universe as being made from twelve fundamental
particles and four fundamental forces: gravity, electromagnetism, the weak and
the strong nuclear force. The Standard Model was developed in the 70’s, but it is
a non complete theory: the most obvious of its open issues is gravity for which
a widely accepted quantized theory does not even exist. However, other theories
Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) are able to elegantly explain one or more of the
shortcomings of the Standard Model. These theories often predict the existence
of other particles which LHC was built to look for, too.

4.2.1 The Standard Model

All the currently knowledge on elementary particles physics is very success-
fully described by a theory called the Standard Model (SM). The SM is a re-
normalisable Quantum Field Theory (QFT) with an internal gauge symmetry
group of SU(3)col ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y , where SU(3)col is the non Abelian sym-
metric group which describes the strong interaction, SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y is the weak

1 The LHC is able to accelerate and collide lead ions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV per nucleon, and ions collisions

are foreseen each year in the LHC program.
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Family
1 2 3 Charge

Leptons
(
νe
e−

) (
νµ
µ−

) (
ντ
τ−

)
0

−1

Quarks
(
u

d

) (
c

s

) (
t

b

)
2/3

−1/3

Table 4.1: Standard Model Fermions with their charge.

isospin group which describes the unified electroweak theory, also called Glasgow-
Weinberg-Salam Theory (GWS) [70–72]. In QFT, both matter and forces are parti-
cles described by the excitation of the respective quantum fields they represent.

In the SM, the particles are divided into fermions and bosons.

Fermions are particles that make up all the known matter. Their spin (intrinsic
angular momentum) is 1/2 and they are divided in two classes: leptons and
quarks (tab. 4.1). There exist six flavours of quarks (up, down, strange, charm,
bottom and top) and of leptons (electron, muon, tau and the neutral neutrinos:
electron, muon and tau neutrino). Due to their symmetries, they are divided
into three generations of weak isospin2 doublets. For the quark, each doublets
is composed by an up-type quark, with Iz = 1/2 and a down-type quark whose
isospin is Iz = −1/2. In a parallel manner, also the leptons can be divided in
families each with a charged lepton (e, τ, µ with Iz = 1/2) and a neutrino (νe,
ντ,νµ) for which Iz = −1/2). Particles in different generations differ in mass and
flavour number but they have the same properties.

No mixing between the three generations of charged leptons has been observed
so far, while for the quarks the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [73,
74] describes their mixing. Also for neutrinos, the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata (PMNS) matrix [75, 76] describes the mixing between the three generations
and implies massive neutrinos.

Quarks are observed in nature only in bound states (hadrons), but not like free
quarks (confinement). Possible states consist of three quarks (baryons), a quark
and an anti-quark (mesons) or probably combinations of these two options like
the recently discovered pentaquark states [77]. The strong charge is called colour
charge, it can take on the values red, green or blue or one of its anticolour. Due to
confinement, only colourless singlet states can freely propagate. Thus, a meson is
made up by a quark whose colour charge is the anti colour of the anti-quark. In
a similar manner the three quarks in a baryon are combined in such a way that
their different (anti) colours charges are colour neutral.

2 Weak isospin, I, is a quantum number relating to the weak interaction and, like normal spin, is
associated with an SU(2) symmetry. Since only one of the generators Ij (corresponding to the Pauli
matrices) of SU(2) can be simultaneously diagonalised with weak isospin I, it is customary to only
denote the third component, Iz.
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Interaction Simbol Coupling Strength Couples to
Electromagnetic γ 1/137 Electric Charge

Weak W+,W−,Z 106 Flavour
Strong g 1 Colour

Gravitational Graviton 10−39 Mass

Table 4.2: The fundamental forces and their carriers.

The particles responsible for any interaction between fermions, are called force
carriers or gauge bosons with spin 1. Depending which boson is exchanged, a
different type of interaction occurs. There are four such force carriers of the SM:

• the photon (γ) which is responsible for electromagnetic interactions and
couple to the electric charge. It doesn’t carry colour charge nor electric
charge, and they do not couple to each other. Since the photon mass is zero,
the interaction is long-ranged;

• the gluon (g) is responsible for the strong interaction. Gluon carries no elec-
tric charge, but always a colour and an anticolour charge. It couples to the
colour charges, that’s why leptons do not feel the strong interaction. Since
only colourless singlet state particles can freely propagate, the force can not
be carried over long distances and therefore is only very short-ranged;

• the charged W± and neutral Z are responsible for the weak interaction.
Since they are heavy bosons, the weak interaction is limited to a very short
range.

• the graviton3 should be responsible for the gravitational force. It should
have spin 2, and because of its infinite range, it must be massless.

The force carriers of the SM and their most important properties can be seen in
Tab. 4.2. All the fermions are able to interact via the weak force with each other,
while for their electronic neutrality, neutrinos are not allowed to interact through
electromagnetic force. Since only quarks and gluons carry a colour-charge, only
quarks are able to interact via the strong force.

The latest confirmed particle of the SM as we know it today is the Higgs boson.
It is responsible for giving mass to the otherwise massless weak gauge bosons
through the Higgs mechanism [78, 79], an electroweak symmetry breaking. For
each particle in the SM, there is a corresponding anti-particle with same mass
but opposite quantum charges. Some particles, such as the photon and the Z
boson, are invariant under charge conjugation which implies that they are their
own anti-particle.

Although SM is one of the best experimentally verified theories, it lacks several
aspects which cannot be explained in its framework [80]. The first great short-
coming is its inability to describe gravitation as the fourth fundamental force.

3 The graviton was hypothesised but it is not observed, yet.
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Figure 4.3: The ATLAS Detector: all the subdetectors it is composed of are shown.

Another limit, relies in its free parameters and, moreover, the rather complicated
unitary product group representation of SU(3)col ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y including
the peculiar way of the electroweak mixing. The Higgs mechanism does well give
a mathematical description of mass within the SM, but at the price of another
accompanying free parameter for each fermion. Hence, the Standard Model can
be considered an effective field theory. The combined effort of theoretical and
experimental particle physicists seeks for more general theories (Grand Unified
Theory, GUT [81, 82]) and their verification in an experimental setup. The SM
may, however, be valid up to the GUT energy scale (1016 GeV).

4.3 the atlas detector

ATLAS [34], short for A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS, is one of the four main ex-
periments recording the collisions provided by the LHC. It is 20 m tall and 45 m
long and weights more than 7000 tons.
ATLAS consist of two magnet systems and a number of subdetectors (Fig. 4.3)
whose partial information is later combined to form a full picture of what hap-
pened during a collision. In the following sections details about the structure of
the subdetectors will be given.

The structure has a cylindrical shape centred at the interaction point with its
axis along the beam line. It is composed of several concentric subdeterctors, each
of them extracting various features from the particles generated in the pp collision
as they fly from the centre of the detector to the outer part, as shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Schema of the detection of the particles produced in a proton collision while
they travel through the several layers of the ATLAS detector.

From the innermost to the outermost layer, the ATLAS experiment is composed
of (Fig. 4.3):

• An inner detector: a tracking system to detect charged particles and measure
their momentum and direction.

• A solenoidal superconducting magnet: providing a uniform magnetic field
along the beam axis in which the inner detector is immersed.

• An electromagnetic calorimeter to measure the energy deposited by elec-
trons and photons.

• An hadronic calorimeter to measure the energy deposited by hadrons.

• An air-cored superconducting toroidal magnet system which provide the
magnetic field to the muon spectrometer.

• A muon spectrometer, that is a tracking system for the measurement of
muons as they travel throughout all the detector and are the only particles
reaching the outer part.

The ATLAS coordinate system is a cartesian right-handed coordinate system
(Fig. 4.5), with the nominal collision point as the origin, the z axis in the same
direction of the beam pipe, the x axis pointing the centre of LHC and the y axis
going upwards.

Due to its cylindrical symmetry, polar coordinates are usually used: the az-
imuthal angle φ is defined around the beam axis, in the x− y plane, while the
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Figure 4.5: Reference system used in ATLAS.

polar angle θ is the angle from the z axis in the y− z plane. The θ variable is
not invariant under Lorentz transformation, and so instead of the θ angle the
pseudorapidity4 η is used:

η = − ln
[

tan
θ

2

]
(4.3)

4.3.1 ATLAS Magnets

The ATLAS detector is equipped with two different kind of magnets: a super-
conducting solenoid [83], providing a magnetic field to the inner tracking system,
and a system of air-core superconducting toroidal magnets in the barrel [84] and
the end-cap region [85] which are located in the outer part of the detector as
shown in Fig. 4.6.

The solenoid covers the central region of the detector, provides an uniform
magnetic field of approximately 2 T for the inner detector. The direction of the
magnetic field, which goes parallel to the beam pipe, along the z axis, is able to
bend particles in the transverse plane and in such a way for allowing the inner
tracking system to measure their transverse momentum.

The toroid is one of the peculiarities of the ATLAS detector: it is located outside
of the calorimetric system covers the region |η| < 3, considering all its subparts.
Indeed, it consists of eight coils in the barrel region (which are 25.3m long and

4 Actually the real invariant variable is the rapidity y: y = 1
2 ln E+p cosθ

E−p cosθ . In the ultra-relativistic limit
the rapidity y can be substituted with the pseudorapidity η
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Figure 4.6: The magnetic system of the ATLAS detector: it consists of a central solenoid
magnet and of toroid magnets in the external parts.

have a diameter of 20.1m) and eight smaller coils on each end cap side ( 5m long
and 10.7min diameter). The magnets provide a magnetic field whose field lines
form an approximate cylinder around the beam pipe and whose peak intensities
are 3.9 T in the central region of the detector and 4.1 T in the forward region.

The aim of such a toroid is to have a large lever arm to improve the mea-
surement of the muon transverse momentum, and it is built "in air" in order to
minimize the muon multiple scattering within the detector.

The ATLAS double magnetic system has been designed to provide two inde-
pendent measurements of the muon transverse momentum in the inner detector
and in the muon spectrometer, thus ensuring good muon momentum resolution
from few GeV up to the TeV scale.

4.3.2 The Inner Detector

The ATLAS Inner Detector tracker (ID), shown in Fig. 4.7, is composed by three
concentric cylindrical subdetectors [86, 87]. Its axis is centred on the z axis and it
is approximately 6 m long and its diameter 2 m, covering the region (|η| < 2.5).
A charged particle passing through these detectors will leave a series of localised
energy deposits, hits, from which the trajectory of the charged particles, produced
in the pp collision, can later be deduced. From the curvature of the tracks, other
features can be extracted: the transverse momentum (thanks to the magnetic field
provided by the superconducting solenoid described in the previous section), the
vertex position (the eventual secondary vertexes due to long-lived particles) and
of the impact parameter.

The three sub-detector into the ID, shown in Fig. 4.7, are:
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Figure 4.7: The ATLAS Inner Detector tracker: the three subdetectors (the Pixel Detector,
with the fourth Insertable B-Layer (IBL), the Semiconductor Tracker and the
Transition Radiation Tracker) are shown as well as their radial dimensions.

• Pixel Detector: it is composed of three layers of silicon pixels, which pro-
vide high-precision track measurement since the spatial resolution on the
single hit is ∼10µm in the φ coordinate and ∼ 115µm along the z coordinate.
During the shutdown between Run I and Run II, a new subdetector, the In-
sertable B-Layer (IBL) [88], was installed, adding a fourth pixel layer closer
to the interaction point and thus improving the resolution of both tracking
and impact parameter estimation. The IBL is 64 cm long and extends from
R = 31mm to R = 40mm. The primary reason for the IBL is the harsher con-
ditions of Run II. The better resolution on tracking and vertexing provided
by the IBL will result in a better momentum resolution which is important
for triggering and the background reduction

• Semiconductor Tracker (SCT): it is the second high-precision detector of the
ATLAS inner tracker. It is composed of four barrel with silicon strips on both
sides (for a total of eight layers) with a spatial resolution on the single hit of
17µm in φ and 580µm along z. Both the two SCT end-cap detectors consist
of nine discs with silicon detectors on either side. The Pixel Detector and
the Semiconductor Tracker together provide on average eight high-precision
hits per track.

• Trasition Radiation Tracker (TRT): it is the outermost part of the inner de-
tector and it is composed of straw tubes chambers. The resolution of such
a detector is lower than the previous one (∼130µm per straw), but it is com-
pensated by the high number of points per track (36 on average) that it can
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Figure 4.8: The ATLAS calorimetric system: the electromagnetic calorimeter made of liq-
uid Argon and Lead and the hadronic caloimeter, whose composition varies
as a function of η.

provide. Further, the TRT provides discrimination between electrons and
other high energy particles through high threshold hits caused by transition
radiation (thus the name of the detector): Transition radiation is produced
at the boundary of the straw when a highly relativistic particle enters. Being
radiated in a forward cone, the transition radiation photons enter with the
particle and cause additional ionisation in the gas. As electrons typically
have a gamma factor much higher than any other particles, this provides
efficient discrimination.

4.3.3 The Calorimetric System

The ATLAS calorimeters are represented in Fig. 4.8. It is composed by two detec-
tors: an electromagnetic calorimeter used to measure the energy of photons and
electrons lost by electromagnetic interaction, and a hadronic calorimeter which
measure the energy deposited by hadrons after their interactions (strong) with
the material.

ATLAS uses sampling calorimeters which are done by alternating layers of ab-
sorber and active material. In the absorber medium, characterised by a short
radiation length, X0, and similarly short nuclear interaction length, λ05, particles
showers are produced. The active material is optimized for absorbing the pro-
duced particles and radiation.

5 Small values for the two parameters X0 and λ0 are preferred in order to minimise the number of
energetic particles which are able to penetrate the calorimeter and enter the muon detectors: the
called punch through particles effect.
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Figure 4.9: The accordion structure of the electromagnetic calorimeter and its radial seg-
mentation.

The ATLAS calorimeter has a cylindrical shape centred around the interaction
point with its axis lying on the ATLAS z axis. It is long about 13m with an
external radius for the electromagnetic calorimeter of 2.25m and 4.25m for the
hadronic one.
The entire system ensure that high energy particles completely deposit their in
the calorimeters.

The Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The Electromagnetic Calorimeter [89] of the ATLAS experiment covers the re-
gion up to |η| < 3.2. It has an accordion structure (Fig. 4.9) made of lead (whose
thickness varies as a function of η in order to maximise the energy resolution)
which is immersed in Liquid Argon, LAr, used as active material. This structure
confers to the calorimeter very high acceptance and symmetry in the φ coordinate
and are segmented longitudinally into three layers, called strips, middle and back.

The Hadronic Calorimeter

The Hadronic Calorimeter covers the region |η| < 4.5, and it is realized with a
variety of techniques as a function of η like it is possible to check in Fig. 4.8.

The central region [90] is called Tile Barrel (|η| < 1.7), and it is made of alternat-
ing layers of iron, used as absorber, and scintillating tiles as active material.

The endcap region (1.7 < |η| < 3.1) has an accordion structure equipped with
LAr and lead, as the Electromagnetic Calorimeter, while the forward region (3.1 <
|η| < 4.5) uses a simpler geometry and copper disks as absorber medium [91].
This variety of materials and structures is due to the different radiation hardness
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Figure 4.10: The ATLAS Muon Spectrometer.

required in the different parts of the detector.

4.3.4 The Muon Spectrometer

The layout of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer [92], MS, is shown in Fig. 4.10. It
is instrumented with both trigger and high-precision chambers in order to trigger
and track the charge particles (especially muons) exiting the calorimeter. It is
immersed in the magnetic field provided by the toroidal magnets which bends
the particles along the η coordinate, and it allows to measure the muons pT in the
region |η| < 2.7.

The chambers used to reconstruct the muon track and measure their momen-
tum are of several types depending on the η region, in order to face the different
rate conditions present in the different parts of the detector.

In the barrel region (|η| < 2.7) and in the innermost end-cap layer (|η| < 2) Mon-
itored Drift Tubes (MDTs) are used. The MTD chambers are arrays of aluminium
drift tube detectors of 30mm diameter and 400µm thickness, with a 50 µm diam-
eter central wire. The tubes are filled with a mixture of Argon and CO2 at high
pressure (3 bars), and each tube has a spatial resolution of 80 µm.
At higher pseudo-rapidity (2 < |η| < 2.7), where the background is much larger,
the higher granularity of the Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) are used. CSC cham-
bers are multiwire proportional chambers in which the readout is performed us-
ing strips forming a grid on the cathode plane in both orthogonal and parallel
direction with respect to the wire. The spatial resolution of the CSC is about
60µm.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.11: The cross-section of the barrel muon system perpendicular to the beam
axis showing three concentric cylindrical layers (a). The cross-section of
the muon system in a plane containing the beam axis (b).

The trigger system uses the Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) in the barrel
region (|η| < 1.05) and the Thin-Gap Chambers (TGCs) in the end-cap region
(1.05 < |η| < 2.4).
The RPC consists of two high resistivity plates separated by a thin layer of ioniz-
able gas. High voltage is applied and the signal, induced by an ionising muon
passing through the gas, is read out using strips mounted on the outsides of the
resistive plates. The spacial resolution provided is not so high (O(cm)), but timing
is fast,(O(ns)).
The TGCs are multiwire proportional chambers, but designed for high timing res-
olution (4ns) and they also have a good spatial resolution 2-7µm. This is the
reason why they are used to provide muon triggers but also to complement the
end-cap MDTs by providing a measurement of the azimuthal component of the
track coordinate.

As shown in Fig. 4.11, in the central region the MS is arranged on a three layer
or stations, cylindrical structure which radii are 5, 7.5 and 10 m; while in the for-
ward region the detectors are arranged vertically, forming four disks at 7, 10, 14
and 21-23m from the interaction point.

4.3.5 Trigger and Data Aquisition System

The primary role of ATLAS trigger and data acquisition system [93], TDAQ, is
providing a fast, efficient and physics motivated selection of the collision events to
be recorded. Indeed, since the rate of events produced by the LHC is far too high
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Figure 4.12: Main structure of the ATLAS trigger system: it is made of two levels, each
improving the measurement of the previous levels also combining informa-
tions from different subdetectors.

to be recorded, trigger is in charge to inspect among all the events and decide
what is interesting.

The ATLAS trigger system (4.12) has a two level structure:

• the Level-1 (LVL1) trigger: a number of hardware custom processors close
to the detector hardware which makes a first rough selection;

• the High Level Trigger (HLT): a number of software triggers running on
farms which takes the final decision based on the full granularity informa-
tion coming from all detector data.

The LVL1 works synchronously with the LHC bunch crossing rate (40MHz):
every 25ns it receives data collected by the calorimetric system and the muon
spectrometer and processes them with a maximum latency of 2.5µs(Level-1 la-
tency). For each accepted event, a list of so-called Regions of Interest (RoIs) are
sent to the HLT in the form of η and φ values; which identify the regions of the
detector in which interesting activity has been detected.
The L1 is designed to take a decision on the event in 2.5 —s and its output is, and
The event rate is reduced to ∼100 kHz from a starting value of40MHz.

The HTL is completely software-based. Having access to data coming from all
the different subdetectors, it can perform a full reconstruction of the event and
take the final choice of permanently recording the full event data into the CERN
permanent storage facility.
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Figure 4.13: Updated status of the LHC baseline programme.

The operational parameters of the HLT is an accept rate of 1 kHz at an average
latency of O(200 ms).

4.3.6 The Detector Upgrades

Although with current data the Higgs-Boson was discovered, more data is
required to perform precision measurements of its properties. Besides, Higgs-
physics is not the only reason for collecting further data. Many other models,
especially those of Super-Symmetry, predict very rare processes and thus seek
for very high luminosity for their experimental investigation. Therefore, a se-
ries of shutdowns with dedicated upgrades was scheduled for LHC. A temporal
overview of the expected program is given in Fig. 4.13. This overview includes
the three detector upgrades and the periods of data taking.

The first Upgrade (Phase-0 Upgrade) is already done: a new pixel layer (IBL)
was installed in the pixel detector and a topological trigger processor (L1Topo)
was added in the L1 Trigger system. Both these changes impacted the structure
of the first level of the TDAQ system.

In the second step of the ATLAS Upgrades (Phase-I Upgrade) the most remark-
able improvements of the detector will involve the introduction of new detectors
in the End-Cap region (the New Small Wheel, NSW project) and the completion
of the Level 1 trigger upgrade which took place between Run I and Run II. Since,
the second part of this PhD work is to be intended as a part of these upgrades a
deeper description of the L1 Trigger system and of the NSW project will be given
in the next section.

The last Upgrade foresee for LHC, and for the experiments installed on it, is
called High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC). The project aims at
increasing the luminosity of the machine by a factor of 10, beyond the LHC’s
design value, up to 1035 cm−2s−1. The upgrade will provide better chances to
see rare processes and improving statistically marginal measurements. However,
with the increased luminosity and pile-up, the upgrade of the experiments is
mandatory. In particular, for ATLAS, a (partial) replacement of the inner tracking
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systems (the most radiation damaged detectors) is planned such as the electronics
in various parts of the calorimeters and muon spectrometers. Besides, also the
TDAQ systems will need an upgrade for coping with the new rates aspected in
the HL-LHC.
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The Phase-I upgrade of the ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) sys-
tem will allow the ATLAS experiment to efficiently work at a higher instanta-
neous luminosity (up to three times the original LHC luminosity). Different im-
provements will concern the Level-1 Trigger System. In the end-cap region, the
inner wheel will be completely replaced by the New Small Wheel (NSW). The
new signals from the NSW and from the outer layer of the extended barrel of
the Tile Calorimeter will be included in the Level-1 muon end-cap trigger, aiming
to reduce the overall rate by rejecting a large fraction of fake triggers. For the
same purpose of reducing fake trigger rate in the overlap region between barrel
and end- cap, also signals from the outer layer of the extended barrel of the Tile
Calorimeter will be available for the Level-1 Trigger System. The Level-1 muon
trigger will also benefit form the introduction of the new topological processor
(L1Topo), which will combine the information of Calorimeter processors and the
new Muon to Central Trigger Processor Interface, MUCTPI, adding geometrical
details for a better trigger selection. Also the Data Acquisition System and the
High-Level Trigger (HLT) processing farm will be upgraded to cope with higher
amount of information to be read out and processed.

Since, as a part of this PhD work, two serial links were developed, for the Phase-
I upgrade of the Level-1 muon trigger electronics, a description of the changes
foreseen for the ATLAS detector will be provided. In the first section, the new
board designed, for the Barrel Level-1 muon trigger system, and the high-speed
serial link implemented will be described. In the second section, a description of
the new Pad Trigger Board designed for the new off-detector electronics of the
New Small Wheel will be provided and its serial interface will be outlined.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic view of the Level-1 Trigger in the ATLAS detector.

5.1 a high-speed serial link for the barrel level-1 muon trigger

In the previous chapter, the ATLAS trigger and data acquisition system, TDAQ,
was briefly introduced. A more detailed description of the Level 1 trigger will be
given in this section, since part of this PhD project was focused on the design of
a new interface board for the upgrade in the Barrel Level-1 muon trigger system
and on the development of a high-speed serial link as a part of it.

5.1.1 Level-1 Trigger

The Level-1 trigger (Fig. 5.1) is composed of a number of dedicated trigger pro-
cessors, the calorimeter trigger processor (L1Calo) and the Muon to CTP Interface
(MUCTPI), each receiving data from the respective trigger detectors, calorimeter
and muon detectors, at a constant rate of 40MHz. As a part of ATLAS Phase-0
upgrade, an additional topological trigger processor (L1Topo) was installed. All
these three processors provide inputs to the Central Trigger Processor, CTP, which
is in charge of forming the Level-1 Accept signal, L1A. This signal, which is sent
to all subdetectors as an electrical pulse, allows the readout data to be transferred
from the pipeline of the detectors to the next stage into DAQ system. CTP deci-
sion is taken according to a trigger menu: a set of logical conditions on the input,
which corresponds to signals produced by interesting physics processes.
Based on the calorimeter information, L1Calo identifies various trigger objects:
electron, photon and tau/hadron candidates with transverse energy, ET , above
programmable thresholds. These quantities (type, thresholds, and multiplicity)
are sent to the CTP every bunch crossing.
The MUCTPI, operating with six programmable pT thresholds, counts the multi-
plicity of muon candidates above threshold. Despite of the L1Calo, the MUCTPI
doesn’t construct the trigger objects, but gets them directly from the RPCs and
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Figure 5.2: Arrangement of the MUCTPI Interface Board inside the L1 Trigger system.

the TGCs off-detector electronics via detector specific Interface Board, MUCTPI
Interface (Fig. 5.2).

L1Topo uses information from both L1Calo and the MUCTPI to form trigger in-
puts to the CTP, which are based on geometric properties of the event rather than
on sole multiplicities. For this purpose, full-granularity muon information has to
be available to L1Topo. However, the present MUCTPI is not able to provide it,
before the generation of the L1 Accept. To overcome this limitation, the design of
a new MUCTPI trigger processor is foreseen as part of the Phase-I Level-1 trigger
upgrade. As a consequence the MUCTPI Interface for the muon barrel trigger
detectors will be upgraded. The new trigger board will be able to optically send
trigger data from RPCs to the new MUCTPI board. The optical links will provide
a higher bandwidth which will be used to transfer additional information from
the Sector Logic modules, for example data for more than two muon candidates.
This would allow the study of the events with more than two muon candidates
produced in the same sector [94]

5.1.2 The Barrel Trigger System

The Barrel muon spectrometer is segmented, in the φ direction, in 16 different
sectors. Fig. 5.3 shows such segmentation. Two kinds of sectors can be identified:
the sectors occupied by the magnet coils, called “Small Sector” and the sectors
between two adjacent coils, “Large Sector”. Starting from this segmentation, the
trigger system is segmented into 64 logic sectors, which are obtained dividing
each of the 16 sectors of the spectrometer by four.

The barrel Level-1 muon trigger system uses fast geometric coincidence be-
tween the various planes of the Barrel Muon Spectrometer to detect the muons
produced at the interaction point. The trigger algorithm uses the information
coming from RPC detectors which have a spatial resolution of 1 cm and 1ns of
temporal resolution. In order to reduce the fake trigger rate due to the back-
ground, separate algorithms were performed in η and φ. As previously described
RPC trigger chambers are arranged in three different concentric layers around the
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Figure 5.3: The segmentation in sectors of the spectrometer in the barrel region.

interaction point. Each detector chamber is read out by two series of strips along
η and two along φ, for a total of six planes of RPC strips per direction.

The trigger algorithm is performed by dedicated hardware processors mounted
on the detector (the Coincidence Matrix, CM, and the Pad Logic boards) and from
the Sector Logic boards located in USA15 (an underground counting room far
80 meters from the detector).

Since the trigger algorithm is executed for low and high pT , the trigger system
is divided in low and high pT Coincidence Matrix boards and low and high pT
Pad Logic boards. The schematic of the trigger principle is shown in Fig. 5.4.

For the low pT algorithm, low pT coincidence matrix boards perform a coinci-
dence between the signals coming from the first trigger chambers plane (RPC1)
and the pivot plane (RPC2). A valid trigger is generated if, after an hit in the RPC2
plane, the CMs find an hit also in the RPC1 looking inside a cone whose axis is on
the line that conjuncts the hitted point in RPC2 with the nominal interaction point
and whose vertex is on the RPC2 plane. The opening of the cone is determined by
the selected pT threshold. The low pT coincidence matrix chips also store the data
produced by the front-end electronics during the Level-1 latency period (2.5µs).

For the high pT algorithm, the high pT coincidence matrix boards search for an
hit in the third plane, RPC3, if a valid trigger was generated by the low pT algo-
rithm. Also the CM boards are responsible for storing the data from the front-end
during the Level-1 latency period.
The low pT Pad Logic boards collect the data from four coincidence matrix, gener-
ate the low PT trigger information and send it to the high pT CM boards. Instead,
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Figure 5.4: Schematic view of the first level muon trigger for the barrel in ATLAS.

Figure 5.5: The scheme of the RPC Level-1 electronics.

the high PT Pad Logic Boards collect the data from the low pT board and from
four high pT coincidence matrix and send these trigger informations to the Sector
Logic boards.
The function of the Sector Logic board is to solve eta overlap between Pads and
to choose the two muon candidates with the higher pT to be sent to the Muon
Central Trigger Processor Interface.
A simplified path of the readout data and of trigger information, for one trigger
sector, is depicted in Fig. 5.5.

5.1.3 The MUCTPI Interface Board

Trigger data coming from the on-detector electronics related to the same trigger
sector is transmitted by the Sector Logic to the MUCTPI Level-1 Trigger processor
via a detector specific interface board, the MUCTPI Interface (Fig. 5.6). This Inter-
face board is a 6U VMEx board installed in the ROD crates in the USA15 room,
according to scheme depicted in Fig. 5.7.

Due to the large amount of data to be transferred, including high-speed se-
rial links and timing signals sensitive to skew and distortion, the VMEx back-
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Figure 5.6: Current MUCTPI Interface board.

Figure 5.7: Arrangement of the different boards in a ROD crate in the USA15 room.
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Figure 5.8: Photo of the RODbus, with the slots for ROD, Sector Logic and MuCTPI
Interface.

Figure 5.9: Different connections on the RODbus.

plane of the ROD crates is equipped also with the RODbus custom backplane. It
connects one ROD, two Sector Logic boards and two MuCTPI Interface boards
(Fig. 5.8), making possible the communication between the different boards. The
ROD board [95] is the data processor of a full ATLAS sector, which takes care of
the event building of data coming from the Sector Logic. As shown in Fig. 5.7,
each ROD crate hosts two RODbus, thus being able to manage the data of a full
ATLAS sector.
The RODbus module plugs on the rear-side on the VME64x backplane, and is
equipped with a central (J0) and a bottom (J2) connectors. The VME64x standard
leaves the J0 pin-out fully definable by the user. On J2, TTL lines specified by the
protocol coexist with user defined features. Fig. 5.9 shows the different connec-
tions on the RODbus. All the LVDS differential pairs, connecting the ROD with
the adjacent Sector Logic boards, are routed as edge coupled microstrips across
the three J0 connectors of the slots occupied by the ROD and the two Sector Logic
boards. They have controlled impedance and matched lengths to deliver timing
signals with the same propagation delay.
The TTL parallel buses run as single-ended lines on the J2 connectors and are ter-
minated on board with a Thevenin scheme, according to the VME protocol. The
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Figure 5.10: The current Barrel Interface Board data format.

TTL and the LVDS domains are fully decoupled in order to avoid interference
between them. In the two regions, ground planes have been split to provide a
separate and clean return current path to the sensitive LVDS signals. For a given
full RODbus system (i.e. the five boards listed before) all the relevant LHC sig-
nals (clock, ECR, BCR, L1A) are received on the ROD board and then forwarded,
on dedicated LVDS connections on J0, to the adjacent Sector Logic boards. In
Fig. 5.10 the I/O signal data format of the current MUCTPI Interface board is
summarized. As previously seen, on the RODBus backplane 48-bit data is avail-
able, however only 32 bits are used for transmitting trigger data; the remaining
were used for testing purposes. The 32-bit trigger data, output by the current
MUCTPI Interface boards, is synchronously sent to the MUCTPI at 40MHz on
electrical cables, for an aggregate bandwidth of 1.28Gbps. A maximum of two
trigger candidates per trigger sector are sent from the SL. Each candidate is iden-
tified by 5 bits for the ROI, 2 bits for the φ overlap information (asserted in case
the candidate originated from a region overlapping in φ with the adjacent sector)
and 3 bits for the pT threshold. Three additional bits of the BCID trigger word
are sent for synchronisation purposes, and one additional bit is used to indicate
more than two trigger candidates found in a sector.

For Phase-I Muon Barrel Upgrade, the current MUCTPI Interface will be re-
placed. The new Interface board designed in this PhD project has been built
around an FPGA device, equipped with high-speed embedded transceivers, which
optically send data to the MUCTPI. The first prototype uses a Xilinx Artix-7
XC7A200T-2FBG676C FPGA, with GTP transceivers [59] able to sustain a 6.6Gbps
data rate. The outputs of the GTX drivs a SFP+ optical transceiver (Avago AFBR-
709SMZ) [96] with a LC connector for the optical fibre.
As the previous version, the new MuCTPI Interface is a 6U VMEx board, which
will be installed in the ROD crates in the USA15 room in the same slots used for
the current Interface board (Fig. 5.7).

A schematic block diagram of the new MUCTPI Interface board is illustrated
in Fig. ??. As a comparison also the block diagram of the present Interface
board is shown in 5.11b The board will be accessed by the VME64x protocol,
mastered by the VME CPU already present in the ROD crates. The chosen
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(a)
(b)

Figure 5.11: Block diagrams of the new MUCTPI Interface a and the present board b.
The internal structure and the input and output signals of the two boards
are depicted. (a).

transceiver for interfacing the board with the VME backplane is the Texas Instru-
ments SN74VMEH22501 8-bit Universal Bus Transceivers [97], already deployed
on the pre-existing ROD crate boards. The VME data will be received on the
J1 and J2 connectors (as J0 is not used by the RODbus in the MuCTPI Interface
board slot). The FPGA on the MuCTPI Interface board will take care of the hard-
ware implementation of the VME interface on the board. The 40-bit trigger data
at 40MHz sent from the Sector Logic will be received by the FPGA, via the con-
nections of the backplane RODbus. The FPGA will serialize at 6.4Gbps and it
will send them to the optical transceiver. Since the FPGA interface logic and the
GTP will have to work synchronously with 40MHz LHC clock, the Sector Logic
board will differentially forward the clock, to the MuCTPI Interface board, using
four dedicated lines on the RODBus. Two line will be used for transmitting the
clock in LVDS standard and two extra adjacent lines will be grounded. The rest
of the connections on the backplane has been foreseen for additional control (6)
and data (4). 8 lines has been reserved for communication between the Tile and
the Sector Logic. Additional I/O signals was also foreseen on the front panel: an
extra optical transceiver to be used for Tile/Cal input data, 6 controls signals to be
transmitted/received on a connector and a Lemo input for a backup LHC Clock.
Taking advantage of the improvements related to the use of an FPGA device and
to the allowed higher bandwidth (6.4Gbps), a new, extended data format has
been defined which will be able to handle up to four trigger candidates. The
information which will be sent to the MUCTPI are summarized in Fig. 5.12. In
order to guarantee a DC-Balance, the high-speed data will be encoded 8B/10B,
since there will be enough bandwidth and the encoding overhead of 25% will not
be an issue.
The new MuCTPI Interface will use the 40MHz LHC clock, as reference clock
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Figure 5.12: The new Barrel Interface Board data format .

for the high-speed serial transceiver, however, it should have a maximum jitter
of 68 ps, in order to correctly drive the high-speed transceiver with a 10−12 Bit
Error Ratio. In order to respect this strict constraints (RODbus wasn’t designed
to transmit also a clock signal, hence no dedicated lines were foreseen to this
purpose), before entering the FPGA, the LHC clock will be filtered by a jitter
cleaner. Since the board is designed for test, two jitter cleaners will be mounted
on the board: a Texas Instruments LMK03033 device [98], which needs a 3.3 V
power supply and it is configurable by using uWire protocol via FPGA, and a Sil-
icon Labs SI5324 [99] which could be also used as an extra board clock generator.
Both the devices are jitter-attenuating, precision clock multiplier with ultra-low
jitter clock outputs (∼300 fs rms). The board clocks routing scheme is shown in
Fig. 5.13. Both the clock coming from the Sector Logic board (Backplane Clk) and
from the backup LHC Clock signal coming from the front panel of the MUCTPI
Interface board (Lemo/SMA Clk) enter a fan-out chip, in order to be able to feed
the two jitter cleaners and the FPGA logic. Different test points are inserted in
the clock path for evaluating jitter cleaner performances and checking the impact
of the single device on the clock signals (in terms of jitter and skew). The board
will also have a 40MHz local clock, used for the configuration of the board at the
power-up, for standalone tests and useful for the control of the board when no
external clock is available (for example if the jitter cleaner is not yet ready or pro-
grammed). An extra clock input (User_MGT_clk) is provided for skipping the fan
out and the jitter cleaner and easily test the FPGA functionalities. A 3-D image
of the prototype preliminary layout of the new MUCTPI Interface board for the
muon barrel detector can be seen Fig. 5.14.

A preliminary test on the feasibility of the project was made for checking the
quality of the LHC signal clock forwarded by the Sector Logic board. The set-up
and its block scheme are shown in Fig. 5.15a and Fig. 5.15b. The Sector Logic
board in the crate sends the clock in LVDS standard to the adjacent MuCTPI In-
terface board slot via the J2 connector of the RODBus. On this slot, it is mounted
an emulator of the MUCTPI Interface board, which is only able to receive the
clock signal and which is equipped with the LMK03033C jitter cleaner. The sig-
nal is filtered and multiplied by the LMK3033 jitter cleaner in order to obtain a
160MHz reference clock for the GTP. A multiplication of LHC clock is necessary,
since according to the reference guide, the minimum value for the GTP reference
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Figure 5.13: Board Clock tree scheme .

Figure 5.14: The 3-D image of the new MUCTPI Interface board prototype preliminary
layout .
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(a)
(b)

Figure 5.15: Test bench for preliminary test (a) and its block diagram (b).

Figure 5.16: Fixed latency serial link for the MUCTPI Interface .

clock is 60MHz. The clock signal is correctly received by the Jitter cleaner and
differentially sent to an FPGA via coaxial cables. On the FPGA, the fixed latency
link in Fig.5.16 was implemented. A test using Xilinx IBERT core was performed
in order to check the correctness of the communication. Other tests will be done
in order to perform jitter measurements on the received signal and to evaluate the
impact of the physical layer on the signal integrity of the clock itself.

5.2 serial interface for the pad trigger board

5.2.1 New Small Wheel Project

The luminosity levels foreseen for the LHC after the Phase-I upgrade will re-
quire tighter constraints to the ATLAS first level muon trigger system, especially
in the end-cap region, which provides ∼ 63% of the ATLAS muon system cover-
age. Therefore high trigger performance in this region is of absolute importance
in order to achieve the physics goals which LHC will be upgraded for.

The actual Muon Spectrometer, as described in the previous chapter, is not able
to respect this strict requests, therefore some of its subcomponets are planned to
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Figure 5.17: A view of the ATLAS detector in the z− y plane. The MDT detectors are
indicated by ciano boxes in the end-cap region (the three stations End-cap
Inner Large, EIL, End-cap Middle Large, EML, and End-cap Outer Large, EOL),
and by green boxes in the barrel. The RPC and TGC trigger detectors are
indicated by the white and the magenta boxes, respectively. The yellow box
in the outlined Small Wheel area are the CSCs. The Big Wheel detector regions
is also highlighted.

be replaced. Indeed, with the present configuration, the trigger decision is based
only on decisions of the TGC detectors of the second out of three end-cap stations
(the Big Wheel region identified by the yellow box in the Fig. 5.17).

Since the end-cap muon L1 trigger does not use a direct bending angle de-
termination of the muon trajectory through the end-cap toroid, it is not able to
distinguish between particles originated from the interaction point, IP, and from
other uncorrelated sources, as depicted in Fig. 5.18. As a consequence, most of the
end-cap triggers are unrelated to muons of physics interest coming from the pp
interaction point and hence, they are not reconstructible offline. Fig. 5.19 shows:

Figure 5.18: A Schematic of the Muon End-cap trigger. The existing trigger, which use
only the information coming from the Big Wheel, accepts all three tracks:
A,B, and C. However, the track A, which is pointing to the interaction point,
is the only desired track.
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Figure 5.19: η distribution of L1 trigger signal coming from muons with
pT >10GeVc−1(L1_MU11) with the distribution of the subset signal
coming from muon candidates which match (within ∆R < 0.2) to offline
well reconstructed muons (combined inner detector and muon spectrom-
eter track with pT >3GeVc−1), and offline reconstructed muons with
pT >10GeVc

−1.

• the distribution (in η) of all trigger candidates selected as muon with at least
10GeVc−1pT (L1_MU11);

• the distribution of those candidates which an offline reconstructed muon
track correspond to;

• the distribution of the muons reconstructed with pT >10GeVc
−1.

The high rate due to fake triggers is one of major weakness of the present muon
end-cap design and it would become intolerable after Phase I upgrade. Indeed,
with the higher luminosity expected (L∼ 5 ∗ 1034cm−2s−1) the present muon end-
cap L1 trigger rate would exceed the allowed trigger bandwidth. Some reduction
of the trigger rate may be gained by raising the pT threshold of the trigger but
with an undesired loss of physics acceptance for many physics channels. A better
control of the L1 rate can be obtained by improving the trigger pT resolution and
reducing the background. In addition to this problem, the track reconstruction ef-
ficiency of the MDT detectors will decrease to an unacceptable level. With the loss
of the precise tracking information of that innermost station, the reconstruction
of the muon momentum would greatly deteriorate.

The new Small Wheel (NSW) upgrade project is intended to addresses these
limitations through the introduction of new detectors in to the Small Wheel: Mi-
cromegas (MM) for precision tracking and small Thin Gap Chambers (sTGC) for
triggering. The general layout of the NSW is indicated in Fig. 5.20. The wheel
is segmented in 16 φ-sectors, 8 large and 8 small which only differ for their di-
mensions. Every sector is equipped with four sTGC layers and four MM layers
mounted in doublets, in order to create a fully redundant system, both for trigger
and tracking. The order of the detectors, sTGC-MM-MM-sTGC, has the purpose
of maximizing the distance between the sTGC layers.
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Figure 5.20: The new Small Wheel Layout.

Figure 5.21: The sTGC internal structure.

5.2.2 sTGC

The basic Small strip Thin Gap Chamber (sTGC) structure is shown in Fig. 5.21.
It is based on the technology of Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers, which was
developed in 1983 [100]. The sTGCs are gaseous detectors, with operating gas
55% CO2 and 45% N-pentane, and with a grid of 50µm gold-plated tungsten
separated by 1.8mm pitch. The distance between each of the two cathode planes
and the wire plane is 1.4mm. Around 2.9 kV of high voltage is applied to the
chambers. The cathode planes are made of a graphite-epoxy mixture sprayed on
a 100µm thick G-10 plane. Behind the graphite, on one side, there are strips which
run perpendicular to the wires and have a 3.2mm pitch (much smaller than the
strip pitch of the actual TGC, hence the name Small TGC for this technology). On the
other side of the graphite plane there are pads which cover a large rectangular surfaces
providing the list of strip bands to be read out.
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Figure 5.22: Sketch of the layout and operating principle of a MM detector.

Figure 5.23: Spark protection principle.

5.2.3 Micromegas

The MicroMegas (which stand for micro mesh gaseous structure, MM) technology was
developed in the middle of the 1990’s [101]. MM detectors consist of a planar (drift) elec-
trode, a gas gap of a few millimetres thickness acting as conversion and drift region, and
a thin metallic mesh at typically 100-150µm distance from the readout electrode, creat-
ing the amplification region. A scheme of the MM operating principle is shown in Fig.
5.22. Charged particles traversing the drift space ionize the gas; the electrons liberated by
the ionization process drift towards the mesh. With an electric field in the amplification
region 50-100 times stronger than the drift field, the mesh is transparent to more than
95% of the electrons. The electron avalanche takes place in the thin amplification region,
immediately above the readout electrode. The drift of the electrons in the conversion gap
is a relatively slow process; depending on the drift gas, the drift distance, and the drift
field it typically takes several tens of nanoseconds. On the other hand the amplification
process happens in a fraction of a nanosecond, resulting in a fast pulse of electrons on the
readout strip. The ions that are produced in the avalanche process move, in the opposite
direction of the electrons, back to the amplification mesh. Most of the ions are produced
in the last avalanche step and therefore close to the readout strip. A known problem
of the MM original design was their vulnerability to sparking. If the gas contains small
impurities, or the avalanche reaches the Raether limit [102] of few 107 electrons, sparks
occur with the possibility of damaging the detector and readout electronics and/or lead
to large dead times as a result of HV breakdown. To avoid this problem, for the present
MM detectors, a spark protection system has been developed which consists in adding a
layer of resistive strips on top of a thin insulator directly above the readout electrode. The
MM become spark-insensitive since the readout electrode is no longer directly exposed to
the charge created in the amplification region, however, at the same time, the signals are
capacitively coupled to it. The principle of the resistive spark protection is schematically
shown in Fig. 5.23.
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Figure 5.24: The sTGC qaudruplet and schematic view of the logical tower.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.25: The physical aand logical Pad distributions ainside one octant.

5.2.4 sTGC trigger system

Every 25ns, the sTGC trigger electronics finds local tracks that point, with <1mrad
precision, to the Big Wheel to confirm its coincidences.
The NSW sTGC trigger system makes use of coincidences of detector pads to identify
regions where a muon candidate was detected. To reduce the amount of data sent to
the off-detector trigger processors, only sTGC strip information coming from the regions
selected by the pad logic are transmitted off-detector. To reduce the number of pad
channels, the pad layers are staggered by half a pad length in η and φ. This allow the
trigger to make use of the logical towers, which represent one quarter of the pad area
(Fig. 5.24). Fig. 5.25a and Fig. 5.25b show the physical and logical Pad distributions inside
one octant (made of one small sector and one large sector). The width of the pads in φ
decreases with lower radius to handle the increased background rate. The Pad trigger
logic looks for hit coincidences in a tower of logical Pads within one Bunch Crossing.

The NSW pad-trigger logic is implemented in two steps:

• Single pad trigger: A three out of four majority1 logic is required in each sTGC
quadruplet, independently.

• Pad trigger: trigger decision is finally based on geometrical matching between the
pivot multiplet trigger and the trigger from the confirm multiplet.

1 In the transition regions in η between the detectors, an hit in all four layers of a single quadruplet
is required.
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Header Pad-TDS status BCID CRC
4-bits “1010” 96-bit Pad hits (1/0) 12-bits BCID 8-bit CRC

Table 5.1: The pad-TDS data format.

The trigger scheme for one sector of the NSW is shown in Fig. 5.26. The figure shows
the signal flow from chamber to the track finding and extrapolation logic (sTGC Trigger
Processor) in USA15. On-chamber, signals from strips are digitized by the strip-VMM
ASIC. The 6 bits-wide word representing the peak amplitude of the signal is immediately
sent serially over one line per channel, to the strip Trigger Data Serializer, strip-TDS. In
this ASIC board all active strips are saved and tagged with the BCID, awaiting possible
selection by the pad tower trigger for transmission off-detector. AT the same time, the
Time-over-Threshold pulse of each pad is sent by the pad-VMM to the pad-TDS, where it
is latched by the next BC. Up to 96 pad hits coming form all channels are serialized and
sent each BC from one pad-TDS front-end chip to the pad trigger board on the rim of the
NSW. The pad-TDS data are arranged into 120 bits and transmitted, every 25 ns, using
a 4.8Gbps serializer. The format is listed in Table 5.1. All data except the header bits
are scrambled to keep DC-balanced. The polynomial used for the scrambler algorithm is:
1+ x39 + x58, which is the IEEE standard for 10 G Ethernet [103].

On the pad trigger board, the pad coincidence logic, running in parallel with the strip
data collection, selects the band of strips in each layer that passes through the tower gen-
erating the pad coincidence. It is possible to send up to three trigger candidates per one
sector per beam crossing, one per Inner/Middle/Outer region. Candidate geometrical
coordinates and BCID are serialised and sent to the front-end strip-TDS chips, according
to the format shown in Table 5.2: In order to keep a low latency, 2 differential lines per

Geometrical coordinates
road-ID phi-ID BCID

8-bit 5-bit 12-bits

Table 5.2: Data format from pad trigger board to strip-TDS ASIC.
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Figure 5.27: FPGA-pad trigger internal structure.

each output are used, one for the geometrical coordinates and one for the BCID. Hence,
strip-TDS transmits its strip charges to the router on the periphery of the wheel. The
data transmitted include the Bunch Crossing ID, band-ID,φ-ID and the strip charges. The
Router then sends the data from the active strip-TDS ASICs to the centroid finding and
track extrapolation logic in USA15 via optical fibre. In USA15 the active strips selected
by the pad trigger are used to compute centroids and then track segments that point to
the Big Wheel. These candidates are then sent via fast serial links to the Sector Logic
to be combined with Big Wheel candidates. The whole process repeats every BC with a
fixed latency. The total latency of the trigger system must comply with the existing Sector
Logic timing which allows a total of 41 BC, 1025ns.

5.2.5 Pad Trigger Logic board

As previously described, the pad trigger board implements the first sTGC trigger logic.
For each sector, it looks for hit coincidences in a tower of logical pads, in order to identify
only the relevant strips where a muon candidate was detected. There are 16 sectors per
wheel, which means 16 pad trigger logic boards per each NSW, for a total of 32 boards.
The board is designed around a Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGAs, whose programmable Multi-
Gigabit Transceivers (GTXs) are used for implementing the receiver logic. The transmitter
interface is implemented on standard logic in order to achieve a lower latency. The pad
trigger board receives trigger data from the 24 pad-TDS ASICs on miniSAS cable [67]
4.8Gbps. Then, data is serialized and descrambled and sent to the trigger logic. Trigger
algorithm selects up to three candidates which are serialized and sent to the stirp-TDS
ASIC via miniSAS cables. All the building blocks of the board, schematically shown in
Fig. 5.27 will be described in this section.
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Figure 5.28: Receiver section of the GTX transceiver.

Figure 5.29: Latency variation introduced by the CDR recovered clock.

Fixed-latency Receivers

The receiver block is made by 24 embedded GTXs programmed in order to guarantee
a fixed-latency2 link which standard GTX configurations do not have. In the previous
chapters, some of the essential features of the GTX were already presented. This section
focuses on how latency variations can be introduced in the transmission, by the serial and
parallel section of the MGT, and how the receiver was implemented for the pad board
in order to overcome these variations. In the serial section, latency variations can be the
result of phase variations in the recovered clock produced by CDR circuit. Indeed, starting
form the serial stream, the CDR algorithm derives a high-speed serial clock, HSCLK,
which feeds the serial part of the SIPO, and a slow parallel, recovered clock which is
used on the parallel side of the SIPO for clocking parallel data out (5.28). In order to
clarified the concept, an example will be used. If 10-bit words are serialized, each edge of
HSCLK can be labelled by a bit position in a 10-bit symbol. At each power-up, the GTX
can randomly produce a recovered clock aligned with one of the ten edges of HSCLK.
Then, if at the transmitter side of the link, parallel data is transmitted synchronous with
TXUSCLK, while at the receiver side, data is clocked by RECCLK, the phase difference
between the two clock domain determines a latency variation in terms of integer numbers
of UIs (THSCLK =UI):

∆Lserial = (n− 1)UI ,

where n is an integer whose values varies form 0 to the width of the parallel word on the
GTX. In Fig. 5.29 the relation between the serial stream, synchronous with the HSCLK,
the transmitter clock, TXUSRCLK, and the recovered clock, RECCLK, is shown, for the
case of a parallel data of 10 bits explained. Besides, in particular applications, the signal
for clocking data at the receiver interface, RXUSRCLK2, is request to be a divided version

2 In a synchronous system, the latency through a path, from a node A to a node B, is the time interval
needed for data to go from A and arrive on B following that path
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Figure 5.30: Fixed latency receiver architecture.

of the recovered clock. When this is the case, even if recovered clock is generated always
with the same phase offset with respect to the serial stream, its division is uncorrelated
with respect to the stream. The uncertainty of the RXUSRCLK2 phase with respect to
serial stream makes the latency variable of an integer number of recovered clock period.
Finally, in the serial section, the both these effects produce a variation of the latency
between two subsequent resets of:

∆Lserial = (n− 1)UI+mTrec ,

where Trec is the parallel clock period, UI is the time duration of one serial symbol, and
n and m are integer numbers in whose range depends on the configuration of the GTX.

As far as it concerns the parallel section, latency uncertainties can be introduced by
elastic buffers, which are usually implemented by means of FIFOs. Elastic buffer are used
to null the phase difference between the recovered parallel clock (XCLK) domain and the
FPGA parallel clock (RXUSRCLK) domain. However, assuming an equal write and read
rate from the buffer, after each reset the latency trough the buffer is determined by the
difference of the write and read pointers. This difference may vary depending on the
behaviour of the logic accessing the buffer and causes variations in terms of integer num-
bers of periods of the clocks for buffer read/write. So, a dedicated mechanism is needed
to ensure that always the same number of words has been written in the buffer before
they start being read (the receiver elastic buffer of the GTX implements this feature).

Keeping in mind this discussion, the architecture implemented is shown in Fig. 5.30.
Since data comes from the pad-TDS ASICs at 4.8Gbps a receiver with the same line rate
has been implemented. Pad-TDS data (120 bits) are sent in four packets of 30-bits. It
would be easier to deserialise data in the same format: parallel 30-bit wide word syn-
chronous with a 160MHz clock, however, GTX supports words with a width of 8, 10, 16,
20, 32, 40, 64 and 80-bits. Hence, in order to keep the length of the parallel recovered
word a sub-multiple of the original data and to reduce the latency3, it has been chosen
to operate with 20-bit symbols. As a consequence, according to the user guide ([60]),
RXUSRCLK and RXUSRCLK2 have to run at the same frequency of 240MHz. The ad-
vanced DLL and frequency generator on the FPGA (MMCM) has been used to produce
this signals form the 160MHz reference clock. The clock buffer delay on the MMCM “x1”

3 In the GTX serdes, latency depends on RX word width
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Figure 5.31: Fixed latency link.

output is compensated since it is inserted in the feedback loop. The other clock buffer can
be considered compensated as long as buffer delays can be considered identical. Under
this approximation, the skew between the reference (on-board) clock and the FPGA logic
clock is due to the input buffer delay on the MMCM clkin pin and the corresponding rout-
ing from the FPGA input pad (∼ 1ns). In the final prototype the situation will be slightly
different. The 160MHz reference clock will be directly provided by ATLAS. However,
since for feeding 24 GTX up to 3 reference clocks will be necessary, a clock fan out will be
used. The clock fan out will introduce a little additional jitter on the ATLAS clock as well
as little skew. Then, the additional skew, coming from the additional path on the board,
will have to be taken into account .

In order to test the receiver, a transmitter with the same clock architecture was de-
ployed, in order to obtain the fixed latency link shown in Fig. 5.31. Data is transmitted
synchronously with transmitter board clock and received synchronously with the receiver
board clock. Since the reference clocks of the transmitter and the receiver are generated by
the same source, the recovered clock is always generated with a fixed phase relationship
with respect to the serial stream ([104]). This means that the recovered clock has always
the same phase difference with respect to RXUSRCLK, even after a power-cycle. In order
to compensate any phase difference between the transmission and reception clocks, so
to achieve fixed latency, the Elastic Buffer (FIFO) on the receiver is enabled. Indeed, in
the FIFO data is written synchronously with XCLK and read with RXUSRCLK, which
are phase misaligned but synchronous. The GTX guarantees ([60]) that, after a reset, the
FIFO is always filled with the same number of words before starting to output them. This
ensures a deterministic latency through the FIFO. In order to have also the lowest possible
latency, the minimum value of used words is set to its minimum (3 words).
The latency on the receiver, estimated by means of the user guide, is given in Table ??.
For each component, latency is reported in terms of RXUSRCLK periods or UIs and its
absolute value in nanoseconds. The total latency of the transmitter and of the receiver are
respectively 4.5 and 9.5 clock periods.

Descrambler

Since the GTX Receiver does not support 30-bit length for the SIPO parallel output,
the width is set to 20 and thus the corresponding RXUSRCLK is 240 MHz for 4.8 Gbps.
However, the pad-TDS 120-bits frame is divided in 4 packets of 30-bits, coded according
the same scrambler scheme used in IEEE Standard 802.3-2012 for 10 Gb/s Physical layer
implementations. In order to decode data the original packets of 30 bits are rearranged,
paying specific attention to the first packet, for which the four bit of header (“1010”) are
not scrambled. In Fig. 5.32, the schema of this function is shown. The control block,
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#of RXUSRCLK periods Block Latency (ns)
Serial Section (PMA) 4.7 19.7

Alignment block 2 4.2
Elastic Buffer (FIFO) 3 12.6

FPGA Interface 2 8.4
Total Latency 11.7 46.1

Table 5.3: Latency contribution of the different GTX blocks.

Figure 5.32: Descrambler logic block diagram.

designed around a 4-module counter, selects which part of the recovered 20-bits data
has to be sent to the following block, the descrambler, which implements the polynomial
function 1 + x39 + x58, represented in Fig. ??. The latency introduced by this block is
estimated to be of 25.2 ns (1 RXUSRCLK for the descrambler + 5 user clock for the arrival
of the entire data packet of 120 bit).

Transmitter

Every 25ns, once the trigger logic has selected the trigger candidate in the sector re-
gion4, the candidate geometrical coordinates together with its corresponding BCID need
to be sent to the front-end strip-TDS chips of the region. In order to guarantee the syn-
chronization between the pad trigger board and the front-end strip-TDS chips, additional
information is sent. A total of 7 differential lines per front-end strip-TDS chips are used.
Data format is show in Table 5.4. With the exception of Line 1 and 2, data are serially
send at 640Mbps; such a line rate is obtained by transmitting data on both the edge of
a 320MHz clock (DDR mode) In order to keep the number of differential outputs (and
of the connectors) low, for Line 1, 2 and 3 a fan-out is foreseen on the front-end board,
since their are in common to all the chips. The block diagram of the transmitter block is
show in Fig. 5.33. When enabled, on every rising edge of the 320MHz clock, the DDR
registers serialize data present on their input. The purpose of the bank of multiplexers
is presenting the right words (2-bits wide) to the input of the register, in such a way
that the trigger information is properly serialized. In order to implement this function, a
7-module counter is used, which drives the selection input of the multiplexer.

4 each layer is divided into the region: Inner Middle and Outer
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Line Data
1 synchronization signal with the frequency of 320MHz
2 frame signal indicating the beginning of a packet
3 2-bit header + 12-bit BCID + 2-bit idle
4 TDS0: 2-bit header + 8-bit road ID + 5-bit phi ID + 1-bit idle
5 TDS1: 2-bit header + 8-bit road ID + 5-bit phi ID + 1-bit idle
6 TDS2: 2-bit header + 8-bit road ID + 5-bit phi ID + 1-bit idle
7 TDS3: 2-bit header + 8-bit road ID + 5-bit phi ID + 1-bit idle

Table 5.4: Data format from pad trigger board front-end strip-TDS chips.
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Figure 5.33: Output logic to the strip-TDS .
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Figure 5.34: Set up for testing the transmission quality of the miniSAS cable.

Tests

The development platform used in this project is the Xilinx evaluation board KC705. It
is equipped with an FPGA XC7K325T-2FFG900C device, provided with GTX transceivers
supporting a line rate up to 10.3125Gbps. In order to check the correctness of the logic
and evaluate the latency value, all the logic implemented on FPGA was only simulated,
since a prototype of the pad-TDS transmitter is presently under production. However,
tests on the quality of the transmission using the miniSAS cables were done, in order to
qualify its use in the project.
The set-up for the first test is shown in Fig.5.34. For different data rate, a PRBS pattern
was generated by the Tektronix Data Timing Generator (DTG) 5334 [105] and sent on
the cable. The serial stream at the end of the cable was analysed by using an oscillo-
scope [105], in order to build an Eye Diagram. Since either the pattern generator and
the oscilloscope inputs only accept SMA coaxial cables a custom interface board, SMA-
to-miniSAS/miniSAS-to-SMA, was used. Eye Diagrams were measured for two different
lengths of the cable: 2m and 4m at 800Mbps and 1250Mbps. The results of the test,
obtained by transmitting ∼ 100Kb at 800Mbps on the 4m miniSAS cable, are presented
in Fig. 5.35. They show that, as soon as the length of the cable becomes highe,r the Eye
Diagram becomes closer. Increasing the line rate led to the same effect. However, since
the set-up didn’t allow to completely reject the miniSAS solution, other measures were
done.

For the second set of tests, IBERT was intensively used. IBERT is a Xilinx Logic Core
which can be used to evaluate and monitor the functionality of GTX. Since it can have
access to the Dynamic reconfiguration port (DRP) of the GTX, IBERT allows to monitor
and change any attribute in any of the GTX transceivers. Besides, IBERT can drive a pat-
tern generator to send data out through the transmitter and a pattern checker, which can
take the data coming in through the receiver and check it with an internally generated
pattern. Using this Xilinx feature, the quality of the cable was tested using two KC705
evaluation boards on which a simple link at 4.8Gbps was built . Data were sent form the
Transmitter section of GTX on one board, to the GTX receiver, on the companion board.
Since the only allowed pins for accessing the GTXs were routed to SMA connectors, in
order to test the 2m miniSAS cable, the same interface board used for the Eye Diagram
tests was employed to connect the two ends of the link. In this condition, no communica-
tion on the link was observed. Then, accessing the DRP port of the transmitter and of the
receiver, the quality of communication was improved, by using the GTX pre-Emphasis
feature on the transmitter side and adjusting the termination voltage on the receiver side.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.35: The Eye Diagram obtained sending on a 4m miniSAS cable a pseudo ran-
dom pattern at 800Mbps(a) and 1250Mbps (b) .

A wide range of settings were explored however, in the best case only a BER of 6.510−3

was reached.
Finally, in order to implement the link, using only the minSAS cable, a custom FMC

mezzanine board designed by INFN Roma-I, was used. A picture of the mezzanine board
is shown in Fig. 5.37. The board is equipped with one the connector for the miniSAS cable
and one TI DS100BR410 repeater [106], a specific chip able to compensate for channel loss.
This chip, whose programmable settings can be applied via pin mode, is mounted just
before the inputs of the receiver. On the mezzanine board, the setting of the repeater
can be driven either by switches or by the FPGA. Although, if the simpler switches were
initially used, in view of the final installation on the pad trigger board, a circuit was
developed around the Microblaze embedded microprocessor [62] in order to program the
repeater via RS232 protocol.
The introduction of the repeater on the transmission path allowed to qualify the link with
a BER of 10−12, once the best configuration was chosen.

Board Prototype

A block diagram of the PAD trigger board prototype is shown in Fig. 5.38. During this
PhD work I also took care of the design of the FPGA power system tree and I/O inter-
faces for control and monitoring of the board. Indeed, in the previous section a detailed
description of the interface developed on this work has been done. However, additional
logic has been and will be developed in order to implement the prototype. Indeed, the
Pad trigger logic board functions are performed inside the FPGA, however the pad board
is foreseen to be equipped with one GBT-SCA chip, providing local I2C and JTAG sig-
nals. Fig. 5.39 shows how this chip is connected to two GBTx chips [107]. A control PC
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Figure 5.36: Set up for testing the transmission quality of the miniSAS cable.

Figure 5.37: The FMC mezzanine board.
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Figure 5.38: Pad trigger board preliminary Layout.

Figure 5.39: Pad trigger board to GBT connections.
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in USA15 communicates with the Pad board via GBT for uploading the FPGA firmware,
configuring the FPGA and the other chips (DC-DC converters, I/O registers, etc.), and for
monitoring the board (voltage, current, temperature). For the first prototype, however, an
alternative JTAG line is foreseen in order to communicate with the board also without the
GBT-SCA chip. At this scope both firmware (based on Microblaze embedded micropro-
cessor) and software in order to access the FPGA’s internal registers via RS232 protocol,
were implemented. Also GBTx E-links will be mounted on the board for providing TTC
signals (CLK, L1A, BCR, ECR). Two GBTx chips per board are foreseen for redundancy,
and they will probably be shared with the adjacent Router boards. The GBTx is also used
for board configuration/monitoring (in association with a local GBT-SCA chip) and for
sending readout/busy/monitor data to the ATLAS TDAQ and control system.
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